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Tlie new plate glass front in the
remodelled Veazie hardware store
was installed yesterday in the pres
ence of the usual gallery.

OaklandPark
J)ancing Z
TONIGHT
Ernie Gtorge and his
12 Royal Arcadians
Dancing 9-1 Adm 40c
83’lt

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, July 12, 1938

MINISTER DESCRIBES SNAKE

Port Clyde, July 8.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The isms will get you if you don’t
May I have space in your paper
watch out. How many times have
to answer the falsehood printed
you read tlie following sentence about me in the issue of July 7.
within the last few years—
I think that it is time for me to
"The isms will destroy Democracy speak. It is strange that two men
who have not even conferred with
in America."
me should write an absolute false
Seme,body is always trying to in
hood in your issue of Thursday,
culcate us with this fear. Just what
July 7. I was not so excited that I
particular ism is alluded to is not j
I did not know what I did with the
always clear.
snake but can describe it to any
There are many isms which
one. I threw the snake into the
plague us today. Here are a few of
bushes so that it would not startle
them: Americanism. Communism,
. anyone. I generally do this when
Fascism, Naziism. internationalism,
individualism, capitalism, radical II kill a snake.
Mr. Brown admits that they have
ism. plagiarism, ventriloquism and
hypnotism.
There is still one more which
might prove dangerous to our
democracy and that one is hyperConvict Who Escaped At
bolism.
Time of Ada Mills MurTake your choice as to which one
of these isms may prove to be the
der Is Quizzed
most dangerous.
The slaying of Mrs. Ada Mills. 86.
Ephraim U. I-amb

The Grilling Of Roy

been shipped in nursery stock and
there have been thousands of dol
lars’ worth shipped into this com
munity.
Will Mr. Brown and Mr. Broadbent kindly tell what the vicious
snake was that attacked me? It
was about 30 Inches long, had «
flat pancake head, triangular ln
shape, dark brown, and perfectly
marked with diamonds up and down
his back. That doesn't sound like
I didn’t know what I did with it. I
have consulted books on reptiles and
the only snake that I can And to
correspond with the one I killed was
a diamond back rattler. Thank you.
Rev. John T. Holman.

Capt. Balano Rests
Has Had Enough of Bombs
and Spain For Quite a
While At Least
iProm the Savannah. Ga News of

which took place at her humble
•
abode in Camden, in July. 1936, was
Capt. Fred B Balano. plucky skipThere has been a decided influx of recalled yesterday when the sheriff's I*'1" °t the American freighter Ore
summer people within the past week.
department and State officials gon. is not going to overwork the
grilled for five hours the recaptured rabbit foot that carried him un
convict Frank Roy, who was believed harmed through seven months of
blackade running in war-torn
5x7 PICTURES OF 2000 POUND
to have been ln the vicinity at the
Spain He plans to leave the Ore
time the brutal crime was com gon in New York and take life easy
mitted.
! for a few months at his home on
Taking part in the intensive ex- Staten Island and in Maine,
amination yesterday were SlierifT
Plan-S are for the Oregon to sail
Caught at Waterman’s Beach by Fishermen
, . . , _
,
' tomorrow afternoon for PhiladelLudwick, County Attorney Burrows, , . . ,. „
phia to discharge some 700 tons of
Lieut. Leon P. Shepard, and Oeorge
remaining
her hold Cap.
Mail Orders 55c
I Shaw of the State Police, and ex- tain Balano said about 8000 tons
See Proofs and Leave Orders at
Sheriff Frank H. Cooper of Belfast, were discharge here and estimated
KENNEDY’S NEWSSTAND. MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
83’ It
who worked for the Attorney Gen all told the Oregon's trip to Savan
nah would mean approximately
eral's Department two years ago on
$75,000 to the city.
this case.
Capt. Balano has been going to
What the officials learned is not sea since he was three months old,
being divulged for the moment
which to be exact is 58 years. At
ANNOUNCEMENT
Roy was recaptured in Bangor that young age he rode with his
where he made the following signed mother and father on a windjam
statement:
mer cut of Port Clyde, Me In all
"On
the
third
day
of
July,
1936.
that time he said he has never ex
Announces the opening of his office in Thomaston, for the
I escaped with Deschane from perienced the thrill and adventure
General Practice of Dentistry
Thomaston State Prison. We both recorded in the Oregon’s log during
(Opeiatlve and Prosthetic Dentry. Oral Surgery, Radiodontial
went to St. John, crossing the bor the past seven months.
Office Hours: 8.30 to 12.30; 1.30 to 6.00
der into Canada at Vanceboro. We
On one day 85 bombs were
separated in St. John on the day dropped near the Oregon. Capt.
TELEPHONE 20
we arrived. I have never seen Des Balano said. Luckily none hit. But
83-84
chane since.
not so lucky was a nearby F| anlsh
"I left St. John and went to work ship. "It went up like splintered
for a farmer about 30 miles out wood." he said.
side of Montreal. I don't know the
The day the Oregon sailed from
name of the place: it had a French Barcelona for Savannah eleven
name. I worked there about two ships were sunk, Capt. Balano re
months, and went to the Province lated.
While claiming he had no trouble
of Quebec to work in the woods for
the Anglo Paper Co. until the spring to amount to anything with the
of 1937. Then I worked for differ crew of the Oregon. Capt. Balano
ent farmers in Quebec until two believes the attitude of the present
For the Counties of Knox, Lincoln and Kennebec
weeks ago. when I came through American seamen is killing the Mer
To Be Held At
Fredericton and Woodstock and chant Marine.
“They want the world.” he said,
came to Bangor on a truck.
"I have not been in trouble since adding the seamen wanted to "do
being at liberty and am anxious to all the talking and no work. "Ter
Open to all. Any amateur wishing to participate apply in person
give myself up, as I was not feeling rible. terrible, terrible,’ "he mut
to K. Goulden. Wlta End, Aina, Maine, Monday, Wednesday or
right; I felt as though something tered as if in disgust.
Friday—4.00 to 8.00 P. M.
Capt. Balano said each day
was hanging over me.
DAILY AND GRAND PRIZES
"I didn't want to leave the prison American ships are going under
with Deschane, but Deschane was British registry to get away from
Winner of Grand Prize to be Featured Over W'CSII
after me to He had money and I such conditions. On British and
83-84
didn't. I will be glad to go back to Norwegian ships the men receive
Thomaston and have it over with.’’ half as much pay. half as much
food and a great deal longer hours.
As for the civil war in Spain
Capt. Balano said there are a wide
variance of opinions. "I believe it's
SPECIAI^STRAWBERRY QUARTS
WPA Workers Are Given going to be of long duration yet."
Capt. Balano was not included
$5.50 per 1000
the Tip To Work For Du among the crew sharing in the $55,bord For Congress
000 payroll sliced out last week. He
will get his in New York when the
WEST ROCKPORT. ME.
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:— Oregon docks next week.
81-83
Tlie Democrat party may not be
Aboard the Oregon when she
using the W.P.A as a brickbat, but docked were 11 canaries, three dogs,
it Is doing a powerful sight of flirt two cats and a rooster, the last
ing with the laborers hired by the named being a pet of the negro
people. Here is a little circular cook. “They are about all gone
which I found was being circulated now,” he remarks. Capt. Balano
among WPA workers in this city said he had visited Savannah sev
yesterday:
eral times. Twenty years ago he
Knox County "Dubord for Con
brought a fine freighter into port
gress" Club:
and had the same pilot then that
I. the undersigned, hereby enroll
handled the Oregon on June 03.
as a member of the Dubord Por
Mrs. Balano. who greeted her
Congress Club.
husband on the dock, will ride the
I will surely vote, either in per
Oregon to Philadelphia.
son or by absentee vote, on Mon
day, September 12, for Dubord for
Congress, and will vote before 2
-i
'
p. m. if possible.
■MM
" **• W.
——***•“ H|
If I need transportation to the
The ability to plan
polls on election day. I hereby state
time and place to be called for
sound
insurance

97 New County road.

MAN-EATER
PRICE 50c EACH

P. R. GREENLEAF, D. D. S.

GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP AMATEUR

CONTEST

$125.00 In Prizes

The Lincoln Co. Fair, Aug. 30-31-Sept. 1

Insecticide, Crates, Fillers, Dusters

A Gentle Hint

State of Maine Blueberry Growers

SUNDAY EXCURSION JULY 17

(Signature) ........................................
(St and No) ...................Ward........
(City or Town) .................................
Knox County interests will be best
served, by representation in Wash
ington favorable to. and favored by
the National Administration.

TO VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
STMRS. NORTH HAVEN and VINAL HAVEN

TOWNSEND
DANCE

Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o’clock, Daylight Time, every Sunday
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautfiul sail through
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.

Owl’s Head Town Hall
WEDNESD’Y, JULY 13
Young’s Orchestra

STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

75Th-tf
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THREE CENTS A COPY

IN QUEST OF THE “QUINTS"

Tuesday

Issue

Volume 93.................. Number 83.

MAN EATER COMES TO GRIEF

Two Rockland Pilgrims Visit Shrine Of Inter Shark Weighing 2000 Pounds Captured At
nationally Famous Dionne Sisters
Waterman’s Beach; Also a Smaller One
(By The Roving Reporter)

Excitement reigned at Waterman's Beach, Spruce Head yesterday with .the finding of a 15-foot,
man-eating shark in the Ed. Shea
weir. The discovery was made in
the morning when a fishing party
comprising the Archie Rackliffe
famny and Marion Wat(fi stopped

| the carcass and lost. Another was
j brought into play and the exhausted denizen of the deep gave up the
struggle. By dinner hour tlie shark
was landed on the beach.
Thr specimen is estimated to
have weighed 2000 pounds, and the
liver probably weighed 150 pounds.
on its way out to inspect tlie weir. A yellow substance thought by some
In the herring pocket was seen a observers to be ambergris, possibly,
long dark object which was elec would fill a 10-quart pail. The
trified into life with the approach mouth was large enough to easily
of the fishing boat The tail and permit the swallowing of a man.
one tin made Its appearance above
The stomach also yielded some
the surface, and the excited specta trawl hooks and portion of a fish
tors knew that it was a shark which line.
had found its way into the weir.
The dismemberment of the creaRaymond Rackliff, weir-tender ; ture produced such an odor that the
was summoned, and an expedition > spectators were compelled to retire
to annihilate the big fellow was I to a considerable distance. Souorganized.
j venir hunters braved this discomEntering the weir in a 26-foot fort, however, and with the aid of
boat one of the fishermen hurled stones broke off the deadly teeth
a harpoon into the big fish, and it
Charles Rackliff, who has made
caught on the first throw.
an extensive study of sharks gave it
Then began a struggle Which will as his opinion that it was a South
probably never be forgotten by tlie ern man eater which had strayed
occupants of the boat. The shark from its natural haunts.
hauled the boat through tlie water
Tlie big fellow did not come North
for two hours, often threshing the alone, however, for In tlie same
boat in its wild struggles.
weir was discovered a smaller one,
A large double-edged axe was which was also despatched.
brought into play for the purpose
It is .believed that 500 person#
of bleeding and weakening the fish. visited tlie scene of the killing yes
This axe was finally embedded in terday.

I was told to look for a red house,
on the corner, about three blocks down
the main street. And there it was, sur
rounded by a white picket fence whose
[>ate yielded readily to my touch, and
eventually 1 found myself gazing at the
front door, where, somewhat to my dis
may I saw one of those clock signs, the
dials of which indicated that the owner
would not he hack until 1 p. m.
There was no doorbell, but in re
sponse io,iny rapping there came a pleas
ant-faced woman to whom I unfolded my errand—how I had
come 897 miles to present a letter of introduction to Dr. Allen Roy
Dafoe, the Ontario medical practitioner who sprang into worldwide
fame four years and two months ago, when he officiated at the birth
of the Dionne quintuplets. The woman’s mild eyes lighted when I
added that the letter was written by Justice William R. Riddle, the
distinguished Canadian jurist who has been coming summers, lo, these
many years, to The Samoset Hotel at Rockland Breakwater.
“Won’t you wait?” she asked. “The doctor will be here at 1
o'clock sharp.”
The waiting period was pleasantly and profitably spent by lunch
ing at ail attractive cafe in the rejuvenated town of Callander, Ontario.
How I met Dr. Dafoe, what he told me about the Dionne
“quints”—how they play on in blissful ignorance of the kidnaping
threats which were made when they were one and two years old ; how
their charms are unknowingly exhibited before half a million persons
a year; of their ignorance, also, of a new threat which has come
through the arrival of a family of skunks which has taken possession
of the cellar of their playhouse—these and other points which have
made Callander, Ontario, the world’s greatest inecca, must await their
telling in chronological order.
1 can only say that after interviewing the great and near great
over a long period oi years I consider it one of my happiest and most
interesting privilege, to have been entertained for the better part of an
j hour in the modest home of the 55-year-old doctor whose participation
in the quintuplets’ arrival converted him from a general practitioner to Frank Jones, Well Known Some Caught and Some
As Blacksmith and Horse
Contributed, But ’Twaa a
the health guardian of five tiny sisters and made him the most widely
known medico in the world.
man, Ends His Life
Grand Time

Before turning my attention to
the undoubted feature of my lat
est roving reporter journey I must
tell you of how I reached Callender,
and how the midnight ride of Paul

northwest, and little to be feared
from that quarter.
It was breakfast hour when we
reached Waldoboro, which meant
necessarily a call upon the cribbage
champion of Lincoln County, CllnRevcre pales into insignificance be- , ton B. Stahl, who between games
side the 620-mile ride which I made manages ln his inimitable manner,
from Rockland to Ottawa between i t^le hostelry known as Stahl’s

A Suicide At 86

Deep Sea Fishers

Frank E. Jones, a retired blacksmith, whose advancing years had
brought him sorrow in place of the
happiness which a life of hard work
, ,
...
, . ,.
hadearned him. ended life s struggle

It took two men and a woman
Sunday forenoon to round up
enou*h
spa fishermen to supl,lea,ent a fi. hjng party which had
arrived from up river, determined to
indulgp
spQrt Qf

Bunday morning by shooting him- big cod fLsh off Rockland's coast It
self In the right side of his head was 11 o'clock before the happy
with a 38 calibre revolver.
party of 15 got underway for Two
6 40 a m. last Thursday and 1.20 Tavern His greeting was excepThe tragedy occurred at the reslin Alden Stanley s Gertrude
a. m. the following morning. The tionally cordial, and his well wishes
dence
of
Irving
L.
Keizer,
Lisle
,
car which carried me over this long for the success of our Journey came
After leaving Owl's Head things
from
the
heart.
street,
where
Mr.
Jones
had
been
lM1(?an
to
happen
^p coffe.
trek in a non-stop flight was Rob
At
the
Inn
we
met
Robert
Stubmaking his home. The victim was started first to dance a Jig on the
ert Russell's Packard, which had
been placed in fine condition for bert, whose acquaintance Russell removed to Knox Hospital where he galley stove. Faces paled and loy
the jump, and which behaved beau had formed some years ago—an died at 4 a. m., two hours after the i wa-s sl°w'y giving way to sorrow.
athlete of no mean ability, and now shooting Medical Examiner H. J. ™e, Women had prepared a bountifully over a 1604-mile run.
a State potato inspector. Belated
tiful lunch, for someone had told
A Modem Barney Oldfield
.
congratulations followed the dis Welsman learned that Mr. Jones them that the salt water maxes
jne
Thus early in my narrative I want covery of his recent marriage.
had been especially despondent Sat hungry; but alas! By dinner time
to take off my hat to young Rus
urday and that he had left instruc all but five had lost their hppeiites
Improving a Highway
sell, whose shortest run in the
and other things. Some wanted to
The link ln the No. 1 highway tions as to what snould be done
three-day Journey was 487 miles a
die out there and others longed for
after
his
death.
A
verdict
of
"death
pace which he maintained through just beyond Waldoboro was being
home.
by
suicide"
was
rendered.
the use of a carton of cigarettes, rebuilt to correspond with the fine
It was the first trip for some
Mr. Jones had partially lost his
and the ability to handle a car ad stretch of road built between that
members of tlie party, and one of
senses
of
hearing
and
seeing.
He
town and Damariscotta two years
mirably under all conditions.
them vowed It would be the last.
was 86 years of age.
Perhaps you readers will absorb ago.
In his younger days he worked in Those who fished caught haddock
An unusual sign for a wayside inn
some of the thrill which I got when
the
Blue Hill copper mine. Return and cod to supply the party. The
Bob brought discomfiture to a speed I was "Open Gates." and in those
largest fish was caught by Mrs.
demon whose habitat’ is the Province peaceful surroundings there were ing to Rockland he opened a black ! Richardson.
smith
shop
on
the
site
of
the
Perry
of Quebec if one is to judge from no signs of "open bars.”
The party consisted of ex-SenaWe began to take note of out of laundry. Limeroek street, where he tor and Mrs. Harold Weeks and Mr.
the number plate of his car. But
worked
for
many
years,
and
where
this story . too must await its State cars, and there were only a
and Mrs Marshall Campbell of
chronological position in my story. few missing when we had completed he was considered an expert at his Fairfield. Mr and Mrs. Norris Rich
"Callander or bust” was the motto our journey. For the moment we vocation. He also kept a boarding ardson. Mrs. Viola Willey and son
which we had assigned ourselves. A saw Maine. Massachusetts, Florida, stable for horses in winter, until Harold of Skowhegan. Mrs. Kath
year ago Edward Gonia and I had Illinois and Ohio. Others to be the advance of the automobile in leen Menke. Tampa . Fla, Robert
dustry drove the horse from the
similar ambitions, but the infantile mentioned as we come to them.
Blanche of Augusta. Earl Pettenglll
picture.
paralysis outbreak in the Province
Lincoln County Noticing#
of Rockville, Hector G Staples and
Mr. Jones drove horses in races
of Ontario changed our plans over
son
Oeorge. Robert A Webster and
Reared on a lofty pole in Dam many years ago and owned "Cam
night, and we made Niagara Falls
Jasper E. Rawley of Rockland.
ariscotta
was
a
three-story
bird
den Boy ' which later, under other
and the Thousand Islands as a sort
house with many rooms, the In ownership, made a State record of
of consolation prize.
Republican women to the num
mates of which were sunning them 2.1814.
ber of 50. representing eight
A Circus Unloads
selves in perfect contentment with
Mr. Jones was genial, companion Knox County towns, gathered yes
Russell and I boarded the Pack out having to read the horrors on able and well liked. He left no
terday at the Court House to hear
ard at 6 40 Thursday morning, July the front page of the morning news close relatives.
several speakers and discuss the ap
7. with a varied assortment of trav papers.
proaching election. Mrs. Inez Wing,
eling accoutrements, which to my
We pause until a farmer success
vice chairman of the State com
vexation, overlooked the white shoes fully negotiates a crossing with a
mittee. presided over the prelimi
which I had pridefully groomed for herd of cows. I say “farmer" but
nary meeting composed of the
Pilot Leon Tanguag of Rockland,
the occasion.
it was a very busy dog. which was
members of the county committee.
Passing the site of the old depot, in reality doing the work. Many set his seaplane down in the woods The general meeting was in the
westbound we found a large crowd such herds were seen in the run of at Naples Sunday without injury to hands of Mrs. Inez Crosby of Cam
assembled there, and the reason was the day, and on the two following himself or three passengers.
den in her official capacity. The
quickly apparent when we saw mornings we saw the process re
Tanguag's motor failed him speakers included Albert Elliot of
that the early morning risers, were peated in the Provinces of Ontario shortly after a take-off from Long Thomaston, nominee for State Senwatching that ever fascinating task and Quebec, where the herds were
Lake, and he didn't have sufficient ator, Mrs Wing. C. L. Sleeper of
of unloading a railroad train. Now real herds.
this city, nominee for Legislature.
altitude to get back to the lake.
More out of State cars—this time
adays most of the circuses are mo
The plane barely cleared trees on i and Mrs. Ellis Spear, Jr., of Newton
torized. but the vans and the trucks Connecticut, New York and Michi the top of a hill, and its steel wings Centre and Warren. A business
will never have the allurement for gan.
clipped the tops of several trees in meeting of the Woman s Republican
I call Damariscotta one of the
me that the circus does |whidh
Club concluded the afternoon's ac
landing.
travels by rail. Sometimes only 12 prettiest towns in Maine, especial
The passengers were Harvey and tivities.
cars, sometimes 21, and in the larger ly that view to be obtained from
Highland Bliss, and Harry Sanborn,
j cities of the State 100. If there Ls the river bank where the Snows
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
all of West Baldwin.
once
operated
a
shipyard.
! any thrill akin to It in the circus
programs to fit par
If I had my life to live again I would
world it is when they reload the
News While You Travel
land and Bath; our speedometer have made a rule to read some poetry
empty cars, by the light of flickering
ticular needs and
and
to some music at leaat
Wiscasset, friendly neighbor es showed it to be 47 miles Destroyer once listen
a wpek The loss of these taatee
torches after the night perform tablishes claim to being the prettiest
Is
a
loss
ut
happiness
—Charles Darwin
394 lay at the Bath Iron Works
individual purses is
ance Later in our journey we were
town in the town in the State, strik- dock, and on the ways was still an
ALIVE
fundamental with
destined to see Robbins Bros' circus
ig out the words “one of" Crossing other war craft of that type Also
Thev spoke about her grave—
advertised in several other com
this ageney.
Any
the long bridge in the early hours of in Bath was the carnival which
Tha' lovely friend of mine.
munities, and once again we over
Who atlll In life's fair mom
the
morning
we
saw
a
picture
of
re

showed
in
connection
with
the
Old
Left
treasured beauties here
form of request will
took it in a New Hampshire city
markable beauty when the build Home Week in this city. Mr. and Fur choicer glories In the Land Beyond.
on our homeward journey.
have our attention.
ings on the opposite shore were Mrs Ivan Trueworthy were at their They spoke about her grave.
think of her
Breakfast with “Clint”
clearly reflected in the surface of wayside stand in Brunswick, and IAsnever
lying In a grave
when we had said goodbye to that She stepped from native hills
The thin wreath of vapor from the river.
new air. enjoy new life that
Bob's radio was brought into much liked couple, we passed from To breathe
the cement stack was blowing into
lasts.
E. C. MORAN CO., Inc. the southeast quadrant as we play in Wiscasset, and we heard our the zone of familiar countenances They spoke about her grave.
425 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND passed "New England's Own and old friend Cully disseminating news into one where we were simply I think of her alive
As once she walked with us
two other men.
Only Cement Mill" and this was an from WEEI
TEL. 98
And now with angel hoais.
I have heard many versions as
(To be continued in Thursday's All perfect ln the presence of her God.
augury of favorable weather condi
—Mrs. J. W Busby
tions for it meant the wind was to the exact distance between Rock- Issue).

Leon The Lucky

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day
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KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE

Timely Criticism

PORT CLYDE

MARTINSVILLE

Rev. Guy Vannah will preach
Miss Marguerite Watts is em
Sunday
morning and evening at
“Justa Hick” Takes Up a
ployed by Mrs. Sidney Chase
Unto the upright there ariseth
the
Advent
Chris tian Church.
Miss Edna Shrader. Miss Dorothy
Matter Overlooked By
light in the darkness. Psalm 112: 4.
Shorb Paul and Robert Shorb of
Mrs. Elvie Davis is employed at
Thoughtless People
Washington. D. C. have arrived at A. D. Derbyshire's for tlie summer.
the Shorb summer home “Tlie Sen
[Editor ef The Courier-Gazette:—
Mrs. H. B. Hartley and Mr. Skil- j
tinels.”
-------i Window cards announcing conton of Manchester. N. H„ called
Miss Jean Turner of MassachuDealers In Genuine Lob- certs b.v The Curtis String Quartet
The championship of the Na- by pitcher, by Hilton. Dwyer. Mac- J setts is visiting her father Herbert Thursday in this vicinity.
•ters Are On the Warmade advertising use of a comtional Semi-Pro Baseball Tourna kie; by Ricker, Sherman. Winning j Turner
Mrs. Elizabeth Freeman and
i
vi
ment from a New York Periodical
path In New Yorlc
In point of view of the casual lay ment for this section of the State pitcher. Ricker. Losing pitcher.
Mr and Mrs, William Harris have daughter Gladys of New Jersey are
TSLOWCOSTis a sensation.lt* high qual
_
~ , ,
, „
. observer, it would appear the part, went Sunday to the smooth work Harriman. Umpires. Brewer, Wot moved to Port Clyde to open "The ! here for the summer. Mrs. Free- .
ity is a sensation. It if a SENSATION!
Recruiting officials of New York1
,
. . . the cigarette that's winning thousands
ton.
not only of valor but of wisdom, to
man has employment at Mrs.
Wawencck:’
through
its thrilling taste and painless price.
city in a war on illegal sale, sub- 1 have quoted from a paper published ing machine from St George, and it
Boothbay IS. Camden 6
Emery Simmons, young son of Mr. . Carey's, Lands End.
Boothbay
Cupyrnftn, 1938. by P. Loi lllkrdCo. Inc.
stitution and advertising of craw in this locality. The "Realm of went to by all odds the best team
and Mrs W A. Simmons is in the
Mrs. Harry Marshall has returned
ab r bh po a e Maine General Hospital in Portland,
fish as lobster the Maine Develop- ' Music" department of The Courier- in the competition.
to Gardiner alter spending a lew i ==
It was all over after the first inn P Coombs. 2b .... 3 2 10 10
ment Commission said that six Gazette. for instance, specializes in
recovering from an ear operation. weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Irene
ing. but to the everlasting credit of Andrews. 2b ....... 2 2 13 11
His mother accompanied him.
arrests had been made. Co-operat criticisms which take a back seat
Wilson.
from no dally, however pretentious. the boys from Boothbay be it said McDougal, 3b .... 6 2 0 1 2 1
Tlie Chaples family are recovering
ing fully Commissioner of Markets
Miss Helen Anthony has emPatronizingly scornful of what that they went down fighting, and E. Coombs, cf ..... 5
from mumps
pknsment at Maynard Gardner's
William Fellows Morgan will sum they dub “the hick rag.’’ visiting that all of the good playing was not Dodge, lb .......... 4
With the knowledge that it Ls my clear-cut duty to preserve life
Rev and Mrs. Lester Spencer and Lobster Grill.
mons all wholesalers and brokers artists or even “would-bes" are nev- done by the visitors. In that first Sprague, f .......... 6
and prevent suffering and injury by every means in my power,
young
son
of
Providence
arc
visiting
inning
three
St.
George
men
raced
Mrs.
Harriet
Swift
and
son
Harry
into conference this week and per-' ertheless humbly eager to utilize its
Orne, rf .............. 4
1 pledge that:
relatives here.
are spending a few days in Port
sonally warn them that the practice columns for advance publicity and across the pan. the way for these Hume, ss ............ 3
1. I will drive carefully at all times, keeping my eyes on the
Mr. and Mr«. Neil Hamilton and Clyde.
road and my mind on my driving.
must stop, it was said.
the reviews also are awaited with scores being paved by a base on H. Rise, ss ......... 1
Aloof | balLs for Ricker, singles by Dwyer Pinkham, c ......... 4
2. I will learn, respect and obey traffic laws and will support
child Patricia of Arlington, N. J.
Miss Ellen L. Tlrosvenor of New
To the Commission. Morgan ex- ill-concealed anticipation,
the law enforcement agencies.
are guefits of Mr. and Mrs. James Jersey is at her cottage for the sum
pressed the opinion that there would ignoring of the local paper ln all and Simmons, and a smacking triple Rice, p ..........
5
3. I will keep my car under control, maintaining a safe speed at
be little difficulty in holding all re- ' aspects save when it can and does by Mackie. Boothbay got a man as
Verrier.
mer.
all times.
tailers so far arrested for Special —cheerfully, too—promote their far as second on E. Coombs' double,
43 15 13 27 9 6
Mr and Mrs. Robert Ailey of Phil
Allan B. Craven is at the Fo'4. I will keep my ear in a safe condition.
Sessions and that the drive of his [ purpose, is the mark of ill bred in but there were two down and the
adelphia are visitors at Mrs N. H. Castlc for a few days.
Camden
j. I will be ever considerate of pedestrians and especially watch
deputies throughout the four I grates whose conception of the “give omnipresent "Dump' Monaghan
Gardner's.
ab r bh po a
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hoedtke and
ful of children.
Boroughs of Greater New York i and take" policy is overbalanced took care of podge's fly. In the Wheeler, ss ........ 3 12 2 1
Mr. and Mrs. Robert I. Adriance family are at their cottage fot the
6. I will practice rourtc sy and good sportsmanship when driv
fifth inning Boothbay had men on
would "continue until this abuse ls j on their receiving end.
of Maplewood. N. J., are trailer summer.
ing with due consideration for all who use our streets and highways.
Plaisted. 2b .... .... 4 0 0 6 1
stopped."
No Babbitt homily on home town second and third, but the big first Wadsworth, lb .... 5 115 0
camping at Gardner's Beach.
7. I will set a good example to others and will stand back of
Mrs. Eleanor Simmons has em
those working for safety in my community.
Commission officials viewed this virtues is this letter, but a kindly baseman. Dodge, fanned. The Lin Belyea, cf, 3b ...... 5 0 12 2
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Mills of
ployment
at
the
New
Ocean
House.
8. Neither I nor any of my family, so far as I can prevent it, will
activity as a powerful move to pro- tip to tourist public servants, put coln County team made its one score Lord. 3b .............. 10 0 10
Orono are occupying the Christine
Miss Jean Anthony who has been
ride with any driver who has been drinking.
ted the lobster industry and said ting them wise to the status of in- in the sixth on hits by Orne. Pink Richards. If ___ 5 1111
cottage at Gardner's Beach
ill, is better.
that similar drives would be or- telligence in “the sticks.” They are ham and Andrews. Orne. by the Hilt, c .................. 5 12 8 0
Mrs. Roscoe Hupper has returned
ganized in Philadelphia. Detroit [ generally prone to underrate it. The way. was the day's batting star, with Miller, rf ............ 4 0 0 2 0
from New York. Mr. Hupper ac
and Cleveland.
New York print (casting no asper- [ three singles and a double in four Bennett, p. cf ..... 2 110 3
companied her and returned Wed
Dealers of genuine lobsters have sions on that estimable sheet* car- trips to the plate
nesday.
I Boynton, cf. p..... 4 10 0 1
St. George picked up scores every
complained that the rapidly grow- ries no particular weight nor prestige
Mr and Mrs Ray R Allen. Miss
ing influx of southern crawfish and in this section, nor is it even read, now and then, one of them being
38 6 8 27 9 4 Joan Allen and Miss Marian Eder of
frozen African crawfish tails is, summarily speaking: whereas the made on a gesh-awful triple by Boothbay.
1 0 0 6 2 0 5 0 1—15 New York City are at "Tlie Pointed
hurting their business by taking county paper with a staff of reput- ’ Wiley, plus an error
OOO1212OO—6 Firs" for the season.
Camden.
their customers and keeping prices able writers and a music column of
The scorebook shows that BoothFrank Booth of New York city
Two base hit. H Rice. Three base
down. They do not object to the tried and proven excellence, is cir- j bay had the better of the batting hit. Hilt.
spent
the weekend with his family
Sacrifices, Plaisted.
sale of these products but to the culated widely andt its contentsargument. The players on that team Double plays. McDougal to Dodge. here.
fact that they are being advertised respected.
. were scornful of Rickers pitching Base on balls, off Rice 4 off Bennett
Miss Anna Desmond of Winches
as “genuine lobster." “Maine LobGoing over the heads of the local powers, and swore he had nothing 6. off Boynton 1. Struck out. by ter. Mass., and Mr. Martin of New
iter,” “Northern lobster" and by press is thoughtless lack of recip- but a prayer, but they Just couldn. Rice 10, by Bennett 7, by Boynton 0. York city are guests of Mr and
other illegal methods.
rocal courtesy for the columns of hit him safely when hits would have Passed balls. Hilt 4 Winning pitch Mrs Albert Robinson.
The volume of sales of the tails space contributed to music analysis been converted into tallies.
'*4=
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper have
er. Rice. Losing pitcher. Bennett.
Dwyer and Monaghan had a field
and crawfish is growing tremend in furtherance of worthy benefits
returned
from
visiting
Miss
Caro

Umpires. Brewer at plate; Wotton
ously. Lobstcrmen claim that deal to say nothing of “art for art's day in the posy gardens and the on bases.
line Alden in Alfred. N. Y.
Coombs
at
secers and retailers used the genuine sake.' A metropolitan daily be same was true of P
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hamilton and
• • • •
lobster to build up a market and grudgingly spares a couple of inches ond base. The score:
family of Michigan are occupying
St. George 9. Camden 2
St George
that if the misrepresentation is al to the quartet or other musicians,
The two teams which were tied the Gardner homestead for the
ation
rocer
ab r bh tb po a e
lowed to continue they will soon as against the home town s couple
summer.
for
first
place
ln
the
Twilight
of columns; yet when a flattering Ricker, p ...... 4 1110 1 0
Mr and Mrs White and family of
be forced out of business.
To combat the menace the De sentence is quoted for use in this Davidson, lb .. 5 1116 0 0 League clashed at St. George last Passaic. N. J., are occupying “The
velopment Commission is conduct vicinity, a distant authority ls im Dwyer, cf ...... 5 12 2 5 0 3 night, and the Megunticook outfi' West" at Gardner's Beach.
ing an advertising campaign which ported.
Simmons. 2b .. 5 1112 1 0 never had a look-in after the first
The Ladies Circle realized $42
Discourteous and likewise fool Mackie, c ....... 4 0 2 5 4 1 0
includes trademarking of Maine
from
its recent covered dish supper
inning.
lobsters This activity coupled with hardy, the publicity committee of Wiley, ss ....... 5 113 3 2 0
A siver tea is planned for July 21
The slaughter came in the sixth
prosecution of violators is expected any visiting enterprise will discover Smith, 3b ..... 4 10 0 2 1 0
on Mrs Bachelder's lawn.
inning when two Camden pitchers I
to bring great results.
with wry effect that the mention of Monaghan. If.. 3 10 0 3 0 0
passed four men. singles by Dwyer '
JULY 11-16
4 0 110 0 0
The new Federal Pure Food Act Gotham is no touchstone here to Lowell, rf
and Monaghan being factors also1
recently signed by President Roose- gaping admiration. Maine papers
39 7 9 14 21 6 1 in the five-run pickup which the
velt is expected to help considerably have writers, too
Justa Hick
BREAKFAST SPECIALS
inning netted.
Boothbay
as it acts as a deterrent to dishonest | Camden, July 11.
NO 2
Simmons was effective except ln
PINEAPPLE JUICE smwTcold .
CANS
advertising and makes offenses of
ab r bh tb po a e
CANS 27c
two innings.
this nature a matter of Federal as
SIKVkTGKfXTR*
P. Coombs. 2b 5
Dwyer led the hitting with three
well as State responsibility.
McDougall. 3b 5
PUFFED WHEAT QUAKER
2 PKGS 17c
singles.
Sturegs Dorrance, the Commis- j
E. Coombs, ct.. 5
An outstanding play was Rich
sions merchandising representative gu{ Raymond Grindle, Vet- Dodge, lb ....
4
FISH CAKES NATION-WIDE
ards' throw from deep left field '
2 CANS 23c
in New York has filed a complaint
e.
i
.
*» _
against a large Florida seafood'
eran
Steamboat Man, Sprague. If .... 4
to home plate, a play which was
Orne. rf ......... 4
nullified when catcher Weed dropped
Misses Rockland Friends Hume, ss ....... 4
wholesaler, with the Better Business
the ball. The score:
LUNCHEON SPECIALS
Bureau accusing that concern of
Pinkham. e _ 4
4.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
St George
dishonest advertising.
Andrews, ss
4
CRAB
MEAT
........................................
My
son,
Raymond,
is
a
Junior
REG CAN 23c
Other complaints are due to fol
ab r bh tb po a
low it was said—By Dick Reed of member of the Winthrop Yacht Club
39 1 12 16 27 14 3 Ricker. 2b. 3b . 3 2 0 0 3 2
LIGHT MEAT TUNA FISH
. .
AT
REG ’CAN 17c
the Maine Development Commission and doubtless his school friends will St. George,
3 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 0-7 Davidson, lb .. 5 1 0 0 7 0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
—
1
Boothbay,
Dwyer,
cf
.......
5
0
3
3
1
1
be interested in this reprint from
NATION-WIDE SARDINES
. .
2 CANS 19c
Two base hits. E. Coombs 2. Simmons, p, 2b 5 0 2 2 1 2
the Boston Globe:
Three base hits. Orne. Mackie, Mackie, c, p .... 3 2 114 2
“R Grindle's WNAC won the Radio
RATH’S SANDWICH SPREAD meat
2 CANS 19c
Wiley. Base on balls, off Andrews Wiley, ss ....... 2 2 0 0 1 1
438 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
W. R. Walter Hints At [ Class event at the Pleasant Park 3. Struck out, by Ricker 4. by An Smith, 3b. c.. 200002
Yacht Club by the slim margin of
drews 1. Umpires, Brewer (at the Monaghan. If.. 3 1 2 2 1 0
Troubles It Sometimes one second."
DINNER SPECIALS
plate); Wotton (on bases). Scorer, Lowell, rf ....... 2 1112 2
I miss my Rockland friends and
Encountered
Winslow.
CON-I-SUR CORNED BEEF .
2 cans 37c
the good old steamboat days there.
• • • •
30 9 9 9 21 12 2
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:— I lived on Oliver street 22 years and
Saturday's Results
CHOW MEIN
Alt 27e
The Black Cat's purring about was steward of the old J‘T Morse
LA CHOY COMBINATION 11 C.n
Camden
On NOODLES
, FOR
St.
George
21,
Wiscasset
6
the “old stage coach” lines awak the last 14 years she ran. Inci
ab r bh tb po a
St. George
TALL
ened memories of that era when the dentally. I saw her on the Hudson
OVEN-BAKED BEANS NATION-WIDE
2^
27c
Wheeler, ss ....
All Kindi
ab
r
bh
po
a
e
route from Rockland to Augusta ex the other day. Tell George Davis.
Plaisted.
2b
....
isted until the Knox and Lincoln John Marshall and Frank S. Sher Ricker, p ............ 5 11111
Weed, c .........
Railroad went into operation. The man that the old Morse ls still go Davidson, lb ...... 7 3 3 9 0 0
Belyea. cf .....
OTHER EASY-TO-PREPARE SPECIALS
Dwyer,
cf
..........
5
5
2
1
0
0
route lay through North Waldoboro ing strong under the name Yankee.
Wadsworth, 3b
6immons,
2b
......
6
5
5
0
5
1
and we kids thought the arrival of
CAMPBELL’S CHICKEN SOUP
. . . a CAN 10c
I am still with the Eastern Steam
Richards. If .. .
the coach was somewhat above ship Lines. Inc. This is my 29th Mackie, c .......... 5 14 9 10
Bennett, lb ....
average events. Mr. Towle, the year. At present I am on the S. S Wiley, ss ............ 4 12 110
SANTA CRUZ PEACHES HALVES o, SLICED
a
.
19c
Miller, rf .....
Smith.
3b
..........
5
0
1
2
2
1
driver, was held in high esteem. It New York but spent the winter 'n
Boynton,
p
....
0 0
was a tedious job in the spring the South as chief steward on the Monaghan. If .... 5 1 12
22?n?25c
BIRD'S CUT GOLDEN WAX BEANS .
Dunbar, p ....
when the roads were full of quag S. S. Evangeline, plying between H. Lowell, rf ...... 6 4 4 2 0 0
mires and required sometimes four Miami and Havana. Last fall T
ONE POUND BOXES OF
NATION-WIDE COFFEE RED BAG—SERVE IT ICED . . lb 21c
27 2 5 8 21 6 2
48 21 23 27 10 3
heavy horses.
took the American Legion to the
St
George,
SUMMER
ASSORTED
1
3
0
0
0
5
0-7
Wiscasset
There was a salesman named Convention for four days and from
Camden,
0 1 0 1 0 0 0-2
Staples who was often a passenger there to Bermuda.
ab r bh po a o
Two base hits, Wadsworth. Rich
to? 41c
SALADA TEA RED LABEL .
on this route—a man who had a
1
We like Winthrop very much but Cormier, cf ........ 3
ards. Base on balls, off Boynton 4
limp in his walk and was somewhat miss our friends in Rockland.
Rcdonnett, rf .... 4
H LB
Packed especially lor tut cottage
off Dunbar 3 Struck out, by Sim
SALADA TEA BROWN LABEL
PKG 33c
witty One spring when the roads
Sherman, ss ...... 4
Raymond W Orindle.
mons 3, by Boynton 4. Sacrifice
or
brarh
were unusually bad the coach stuck
Leavitt, 2b .......... 5
S. S. New York. July 9.
hits. Smith. Wadsworth. Umpires.
SALADA TEA BAGS n bags
PKG 17C
fast in one of those quagmires. Mr.
Hilton. If. p ....... 3
Brewer and Ivan Simmons. Scorers,
Staples happened to be a passen
Ring, c ................ 4
Winslow, Gow & Co.
WHILE THE CAT'S AWAY
BORAXO FOR THE HANDS «...
CAN 1 5c
ger on that trip. He left his scat
Hall, lb ................ 4
• • • •
in the coach, hunted up a lever and
Paganuccl.
3b.
p
3
Waldoboro beat Rockland 11 to 8 >
(By A. Nonny Mouse)
1 LB
BORAX £0 MULE TEAM
....
helped pry the coach from its moor
Harriman, If, p .. 2
PKG 17c
at Community Park last night. Re
So that old Black Cat has gone
ings. When ready to start again
R. Lewis. If ........ 2
port deferred to Thursday's issue.
at last. Now wc mice can frolic
the driver said to Mr. Staples: “Bet
Farnum. 3b ........ 2
without keeping one eye out to see
ter bring the pry along. as we may
LUX
Sunshine Special
J. Lewis, p .......... 1
LGE PKG 22<
if his green eyes are glaring at us
ST. GEORGE
have use for it again: Mr. Staples
Hutchins. If ...... 1
around the corner. Now we'll show
i chromium)
replied: “I'm willing to walk and
LUX
SM PKG 10c
Mrs. Percy Jones of Wiley's Cor
PLATED
Mickey and Minnie Mouse that they
pay my fare but am not going to
38 6 9 27 14 4 ner fell recently from a istep at her
HOSTESS TRAY
arc not the only mice in the star
carry a pry.’’
St. George,
LUX TOILET SOAP
2 6 0 2 6 3 0 1 1—21 home, sustaining a severely sprained
ANO ONC PA«.
BARS 25c
light.
After the Railroad went into op
Wiscasset,
022000020—6 wrist and ankle.
Well, everybody is telling about
RIPPLED
WHEAT,
eration the route was changed and
Two base hits, Simmons. Mackie,
RADIO SALE
The Juvenile Grange neld Friday
operated from Waldoboro to Lib the funny signs, but nobody has Lowell. Three base hits, Muckie 2,
6°THF0B IS5’
THE MARJORIE MILLS HOUR SPECIALS
remembered A. Rising Baker, that
its
last
meeting
of
the
season.
Mem

erty.
W. R. Walter
uved to cause so many strangers to Monaghan, Lowell. Home runs, bers presented a fine program for
North Waldoboro. July 7.
SCOT KITCHEN TOWELS . 2 ROLLS 23c
Simmons 2, Hilton. Sacrifices. Rick
■Ar
[Thanks, Mr Walter. We hope smile as they passed along Main er. Base on balls, off Ricker 1, off the subordinate Grange, entertain
Sunshine
ing not only the home Grange but
others will offer their reminiscences street.
FRIEND'S BROWN BREAD . 2 cans 25c
Harriman 3, off Hilton 2, off PagaGRAHAM
Sniff!
do
I
smell
cheese?
Wasn't
Owls
Head and Warren Granges as
on this interesting subject.—Ed ]
nucci
1.
Struck
out,
by
Ricker
6.
CRACKERS
it near here that Fred Wight used
well. They partook of a bean sup
ttnsr-nutritious
by Harriman 1, by Paganucci 1. Hit
KNOX GELATINE.......................... pkg 21c
Tlie magic Solka
to have his store where I got that
per furnished by the subordinate
TKRFF-TtMES-A-WFFK

St. George Jumps Into the Lead, and Wins the

Tournament Championship

War On Illegal Sale

I

MOTORIST’S SAFETY PLEDGE

FOR HOT SUMMER DAYS

Your N
*Wioe G
has a great variety?of

easy-to-prepare foods

//W

at money-saving prices.

8

He Likes Winthrop

SUMMER

CONFECTIONS

CHISHOLM’S

Old Stage Coach

Tastie Toasties
39c lb

Cocoanut Caramels

34c lb

Cara-Mellows

49c lb

Candies

39c lb

nice cracked wheat?
Oh, the
things we miss.
Did I hear someone say meow?
CALL
The Black Cat can't be back so soon
Who cares for him anyhow? Guess
HAVENER’S ICE CO
I'll go back in my hole and take a
Tel. 792
55*56tf little nap, so I'll be fresh for to
morrow's sports,

Grange. Meetings will be discon
tinued until Aug. 26—Thomas Baum,
juvenile reporter.

For “ICE” Service

l”i e ’

MAKES

Sgr

IO BIG
GLA55E5

Cruises arranged, steamship tick
ets to all parts of the world. M. F.
Lavejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel.
1060-J, Rocklacl
15-S-tf

content make* Statlcr
Kandy Towels soft,
strongand absorbent.
Extra value at no ex
tra cost.

THE HOUSEWIVES' PROGRAM-LISTEN MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, AND
FRIDAY FROM 1:30 to 2:00 p m„ WCSH end AFFILIATED STATIONS

cmiler
V ’’
handy

NATION-WIDE

TOWELS

I

SERVICE

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 12, 1938
Rockland Encampment will meet
tomorrow night at 7.30.

TENANT’S HARBOR

-- --

Miss Amanda Wood is home from
Bcston on three weeks' vacation.

w

Baked watermelon ls said to have
been on the holiday menu at one
Rockland home.

JULY

1938
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TT
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
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% 25 26 27 28 29 30

Mrs. W. A. Healey and Miss Ma
rian Healey of Springfield, Mass,
arc guests at 10 Claremont street.
Knox lodge I.O.OF. will hold its
annual picnic at State Park, Cam
den, Sunday, July 17. All wishing
transportation should call 591-W.
Some graphic pictures of the man eating shark captured at Water
man's Beach yesterday were taken
by Forest Pinkerton of The Cou
rier-Gazette force.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Ralph P. Conant, executive officer
at Willis I. Ayer's clothing store
"COMING
EVENTS
CAST
THEIR
is motoring through New Hamp
SHADOWS BEFORE"
July 12—Picnic of Womans Com shire and Vermont during his an
munity Club of Union at Mrs. John nual vacation.
Pushaw's South Hope
July 12 —Friendship— Sunshine So
ciety fair
July 15—Educational Club meets
with Mrs Nina Gregory. Old County
road. Glen Cove.
July 18—Annual meeting Rural Re
ligious Education Association at Little
field Memorial Church
July n>—Camden—Open garden day
at Bok Amphitheatre.
July 21—Martinsville—Sliver tea by
Ladles Circle on the Bachelder lawn.
July 21 Maine Municipal Association
meets at the Community building.
July 27-Aug 7—Union—Revival meet
ings at Church of the Nazarene.
July 27— Rockport —Baptist Ladles
Circle midsummer fair.
July 28—Tenants Harbor—Rebekah
8ewlng Circle fair.
Aug. 3-8—Rockport—Regatta-Sports
men's Show
Auk 3—Camden—Annual bazaar of
St. Thomas parish
Aug. 9—Eastern Star Field Day st
Penobscot View Grange hall. Glen Cove
Aug 10—Owls Head—Church fair at
Library Building.
Aug 17-18—Thomaston—Legion Fair
Aug 18—Hope Orange fair at Hope
Corner.
Aug 18—Warren—Annual concert by
Baptist Choir

The band concert at the Public I
Landing Sunday night was a very
pleasing feature made doubly so by
the presence of the Eastern Yacht
Club in the waters nearby.

Canton Lafayette and Auxiliary
will have a picnic supper Thursday
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert MaePhail, Owls Head. The
committee. Mrs. Nina Davis and
Mrs. Addle Brown ask that mem
bers take own dishes and silver.

Miller Burgin, local manager of
the Coca-Cola plant, and Robert
Allen, district representative of the
Standard Oil Co. , arose betimes
Sunday morning and rode to the top
of Cadillac Mountain. Mr. Burgin,
who is a Texan, was delighted with
the magnificent view, and duly
grateful to the weather, which
cleared for his special benefit.

A Townsend dance will be held
tomorrow night at Owl's Head Town
hall at 8 30.
Mrs. H. O. Heistad of Rockport
was soloist at the First Baptist
Church Sunday morning.

Optometrists of the Ro:kbr.il
The annual meeting of the Knox
Zone of the Maine Optometric Ex
tension Program will meet in the County Chapter, American Red
offices of Bradford Burgess, chair Cross, will be held Monday, July 18,
in the tower room of the Com
man, Thursday night, at 7.30.
munity building at 7.30. All mem
The Methodist Woman's Mission bers of the Red Cross ln Knox
ary Society will meet Thursday at County are invited. Miss Jane
2*.3G in the vestry. Mrs. Edith Miller, of Thomaston, American
Tweedie will be program leader. Red Cross Life Saving Examiner,
Mite boxes will be taken in at this will show moving pictures of water
time.
sports and life saving, and will
speak informally.
Clerk of Courts Milton M. Griffin,
convalescing nicely from a recent
The Past State Presidents of
major surgical operation, was dis Women's State Relief Corps held
charged from Knox Hospital yester a get-together Saturday at the
day and will remain at his summer home of Mrs. Nettie Patterson hi
cottage, Spruce Head, until able to Freeport. AU State officers. In
resume his duties at the Court cluding 16 State presidents, ond a
House.
few invited guests were present. An
entertainment ln the afternoon
W. A. Nicol, who is to direct the and a 6 o'clock dinner at Goowin’s
forthcoming Community Chest drive were features.
Attending from
was in (the city last night meeting Rockland were Mrs. Hattie Davies,
the steering committee and lining Mrs. Mary Cooper. Mrs. Millie
up preliminary details for the drive Thomas. Mrs. Betty Barton and
which will start Aug. 1 with a goal Mrs. Emma Hall.
of $7750. Mr. Nicol will return
next week with his family who will
The Boothbay Playhouse at
vacation here until late August.
Boothbay, continues its season with
Daniel
Kusell's
high
spirited
The Class of 1904. R.H.S., will comedy, "The Party's Over.” It is
hold its annual reunion Friday, July the story of a typical American
29. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H family of our generation beset by
O. Heistad (Gladys Jones), Ames problems which arise from a pecu
bury (Hill, (Rockport. Committee liar financial set-up; of Mother and
on arrangement: Mrs. Heistad, Mrs. Father who for years have shirked
Elizabeth Whitman Davis, Mrs. their responsibilities of the young
Margaret Perry Marshall and Mrs. sters who love and who do some
Frances Butler Sherer. Committee thing about it, right or wrong; of
on transportation: Ralph Choate, Bruce who has had to step Into the
Donald Fuller and Luke S. Davis. breach and who springs a terrific
Those desiring transportation are surprise.
"Packed with swiftly
asked to contact one of the com moving
dialogu?,
high-spirited
mittee for that purpose. Picnic reaction, and amusing happenings;
supper, buffet style, will be served cne thought-provoking answer to
at 6.30.
problems that are very real to many
present day American families"
WEDNESDAY, JULY 13
MARRIED
I
I
I

I

Buy Elizabeth Arden Toilet prep i
arations, 20 percent off, at Senter
Crane's. This week only.—adv.

V7t!j!FL«.tiTe.-an<J
Everything from Soup lo Nuto
The •tenach should difeat two pounds of food
dally. When you eat hoary, freasr. coarse or rich
foods or when you are nervous, hurried or chew
»rly- your etoraarh pours out too much fluflL
our food doesn't digest and you hare gas, heart
burn. nausea, pstn or sour stomach. You feel sour,
sick and upset all over.
Doctors eay never take a laxative for stomach
ain. It Is dangerous and foolish. It takes those
Ittle black tablets railed Bell-ana for Indigestion
to make the exoees stomach fluids harmless, relieve
distress ln B minutes and put you back on your
feet. Relief ls so quirk It ls amaalng and one 25o
package proves IL Ask for Ball-ana for Indigestion.

«
r

BURPEES
MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

>

S61-36S MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
119tf

In sport shirts one man's prefer
ence is another man's pain in the
neck.

There are so many colors and
collars ... so many nrw tricks in
fabrics and fashioning that it
takes a huge stock to show them
all and a bigger stock to pleas?
all the men who can walk into a
store in one sunny afternoon.

Young-Swanson — At Dorchester.
Mass . Julv 9. by Rev N. F. Atwood.
Wallace Yount? of Vinal Haven and
Miss Margaret Swanson of Brookline.
Mass
Bennett-Carver—At Rockport. July 9.
by Rev John W. Hyssong. Lloyd Ben
nett and Miss Edna Carver, both of
Hope.
Rtirgcss-Cassidy—At Rockland. July
9, by Rev Fr Young. Everette Burgess. |
of South Thomaston and Mary Cassidy
of Owls Head.
Vangelli-Coombs — At Stonington.
July 2. Rev. Fr. Nell Burke. Richard
Vangelli and Georgia Coombs, both of
Stonington.
Adams-Aehorn—At Thomaston. July
9. by Rev H F. leach.. Forrest Adams
and Miss Barbara Achorn both of
Thomaston.
Small-Uondls—At Portland. July 10
Samuel Small and Miss Ruth Dondls.
both of Rockland.
DIED
Lind—At Portland. July 12. Walter
I.Ind of Appleton, aged 41 years Fun
eral Thursday at 2 p m. at hla late
Appleton residence.
Peaslee—At Vinal Haven, July 5. Au
gusta H . widow of Stephen Peaslee.
aged 82 years, 8 months.
Meskalainen—At Bangor. July 9. Ber
tha. wife of Albert Maskalalnen of
Union. Interment at East Union.
Eaton—At Rockland. July— Caroline
Barbara Eaton, aged 1 year. 11 months.
12 days. Funeral at parents residence
at 2 p. m. today. Burial ln, Sea View
cemetery, Rockport.
Jones—At Rockland. July 10, Frank
E Jones, aged 83 years Services at
Russell Funeral Home Wednesday at
3 p m„ Rev J Charles MacDonald
officiating,
interment ln Sea View
cemetery.
Benner—At Rockland, July 10. Nor
man W , aon of Mr and Mrs Everett
Benner, aged 2 months. 8 days. Burial
In TiiQinsystyu Monday,

WALDO THEATRE

Mrs. Freelyn Smalley, son Albert
and daughter-in-law of Medford,
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
Mass., are spending a few weeks ot
their cottage, Fogarty's Corner.
TUES.-WED., JULY 12-13
Other relatives and friends, having
MARGARET
SULLAVAN
spent the jweekend there, returned
ROBERT TAYLOR
home Monday.
ROBERT YOUNG
Mrs. Robert Bald. Jr., has re
FRANCIIOT TONE
turned to |New York, where she has
in
employment. Mrs. Bald spent a va
“THREE COMRADES’’
cation with IMr. Bald and son at the
With Gu.v Kibbee, Lionel Atwill,
home of Mr Bald Sr.
Henry Hull
| Mrs. Carleton Booth and daugh
ter of the Dudley Radio Carolers.
THURS.-FRL, JULY 14-15
Providence Bible Institute, is guest
GINGER ROGERS
for a week of Rev. and Mrs. Newell
JAMES STEWART
in
J. Smith.
Family gatherings (including Mr.
“VIVACIOUS LADY”
and Mrs. Wesley Comstock of Rock
with
land. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Smith, James Ellison. Phyllis Kennedy,
Beulah Bondi
two sons and daughter of West
Somerville, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Ed
win Wheeler, and Mr. and (Mrs.
Robert Wood of this place) were
held with their mother Mrs Emma
M. Torrey at her home, which she
opened for the weekend and holiday, Occupants of Nature Camp
returning to Rockland again for a
At Muscongus Bay Gel
continued visit.

We have that stock. It contains
the shirt you’re looking for as
well as the shirts you wouldn't
be caught dead in.
How much money? Very little!

$1.00
And then there’s those—

Mrs Betty Barton and Mrs. Eliza
beth Gregory will be hostesses at a
public beano party to be held by
Anderson Camp Auxiliary tomorrow
night at Grand Army hall. There
will be prizes for every beano as well
as several special prizes.

Edwin Edwards will be the speaker
tomorrow at the Lions Club.

All persons interested in Salt
Water Fishing Tackle can see a
complete line for one day’s showing
only at H. H. Crie <fc Co , Sporting
Goods Department,—adv.
83-It

How are you on
sport shirts?
Thumbs up or down?

<

Hot Weather Suits
at $10, $12, $18
White Suits
$6.50, $10, $1S

Vacation Luggage
at popular prices

GREGORY’S
Woolworth officials arrived ln the
city yesterday and the work of re
modelling the local store will begin
shortly. It is understood that the
structure will be levelled to the top
of the first story, instead of the sec
ond. as first reported, and that an
ornamental false front will be added.
A despatch from Augusta says:
"Secretary of State Roble said Al
bert Winsow of Rockland would be
permitted under State election laws
to have his name on the September
election ballot as both Republican
and Democratic candidate for Knox
County Register of Deeds, an office
he now holds as a Republican.
Winslow had endorsement of coun
ty Democrats. Rotoie said.”

TREMONT
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Nelson and
sons Lewis and Leslie and Mrs.
Nelson's mother. Mrs Lizzie Benson
of Somerville are occupying their
new cottage for the summer.
Mrs. Roy W Moody of Hodgdon,
accompanied by Mrs Carl Mason,
were overnight guests of Mrs. Leslie
Rich recently. *
Mrs. Alberta Sawyer entertained
the Ladies' Aid this week at the
parish house.
The Ladies' Aid will hold their
summer sale and supper Aug. 3 at
the parish house.
Mr. and Mrs R. G. Lopaus of
North Wilmington. Mass., were
weekend guests at the home of Mrs.
Leslie Rich. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Beal of Bcston came with them
and will spend the summer with
Mrs. Rich.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kelley had as
recent dinner guests Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Sweeney and family of Wal
tham, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Shirley
Kelley and children. Mr. and Mrs.
Ned Kelley and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Kelley and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Vern Kelley and chil
dren, all of Bernard and this town,
numbering 28. all oi whom were Mr.
and Mrs. Kelley's children and
grandchildren.

A public beano party will be held
tonight at 8 o'clock In K P hall by
Townsend Cl*ib No. 1—adv.

WE CARRY

Retreaded-Rebuilt

TIRES

•

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Wt
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“Cook With Confidence”
Clastes Start Today At
Local Theatre

Home Economics Experts
and home-makers “to-be”—

both make better
salads with

CAIN’S
Mastermixt

MAYONNAISE
Included in

Cooking School at Park Theatre

A School Of Whales

New and Used

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

School At The Park

Many valuable gifts, including an
egg set, one-half ton hard coal, onehalf barrel flour, two sets dishes,
spy or layer and a grand pria? of
Westinghoure electric roaster will.
be given to women who attend the
cooking school which will be held,
today and July 19 and 26 at Park
Theatre.
Sessions of the school will start
at 1 p. m. Tuesday July 12-10-26
and continue for about two hours,
following which will come the
award of gifts.
Miss Emery of the great Spry Re
search Kitchen in Cambridge, Mass.,
is to be hostess, entertainer and
educator for the more than 1,000'
women expected to attend the
school. She provides each person |
in her audience with a group of
tested recipes, and then, on the
All Het Up
stage, shows exactly how each is to
be successfully prepared.
Roderick J. MacKenzie
A school of whales, as if they
The lecturer feels that FrenchThe sudden death of Roderick J. knew for whom they were perform
fried potatoes are too toothsome a
MacKenzie of Bridgeport, Conn., ing, staged a demonstration that
delicacy to be left off the family;
which occurred June 26 at his sum
lasted for more than an hour near menu. Served sizzling hot and
mer home in this place, came as a one of the Audubon Nature Camp golden-brown from the range they'
shock to this community, he having launches just outside Muscongus are one of life's real delicacies. Now |
Just arrived here the Wednesday Bay. No movie director could have a new appliance, shown for the I
previous. His loss will be keenly felt planned a more gigantic and thrill first time in this school, makes it
ing spectacle which might be more easily possible to have French-fries
among (townspeople in many ways.
easily photographed by these na in the home at any time. The
The remains were shipped' to ture students.
same appliance deep-fries home
Bridgeport where services were held
Wlnle a mo'.ijn picture camera made doughnuts, tempting fish or
Rev. Paul p. Wells of the West ground out many feet of film, and chickin croquettes, potato chips, |
minster Presbyterian Church offi still cameras clicked, the whales scallops and fritters. Only two1
ciating and burial was in Mountain played about within close range of pounds of fat are needed at a time,
the cameras. They spouted and a safety ring prevents spattering j
Grove Cemetery. There was a pro
hissed and were perfect actors. The and a cute little thermometer
fusion of beautiful floral tributes climax was reached when one was makes it possible to maintain cor- I
sent by representatives from all so generous as to come closer than rect temperature at all times.
A different lecture is given daily. I
walks of life ln Bridgeport, as well his fellows and calmly roll over, so
The
recipes come from the Spry1
that
his
black
stripped
underparts
as by relatives and immediate
Research Kitchen of Lever Brothers
might
be
visible.
friends.
The bearers were all
Finally when not an unexposed Company and can bo depended up
drawn from the personnel of the film remained on board, with a on to be exact and sure. In fact
Bridgeport Public Market, of Which final spout, the whales departed, Miss Emery specializes on the idea
he was co-founder and president. leaving an excited and thoroughly of “Cooking with Confidence” for
He was also co-founder of a simi tired group of wildlife photogra she says, "there is no reason for
lar business enterprise in Hartford phers.
any woman to have cooking fail
Quoting a Bridgeport paper,
ures if she follows the methods and
“Bridgeport grieves at the death of
HAWTHORNE’S POINT recipes which she sees me use."
one of Its outstanding merchants,
The seating capacity of the Park
Roderick J. MacKenzie. president of
Mrs. Jesse Willis of Newton Cen Theatre ls limited and it will be
the Bridgeport (Public Market and ter Is visiting Mrs. Edward Elliot.
advisable for you to arrive earlv
with his brother, the late Angus
Mr and Mrs. Robinson have been j in order to assure younoelf of a
I seat. Make note of the dates of
MacKenzie, the joint founder of guests of Mrs E. George Payne.
tliat institution. In his lifetime Mr.
Mrs. Albert Elliot and son Jack 1 the sessions, and plan ahead to at
MacKenzie had not only achieved were visitors in Rockland recently. tend one or more of them. Bring
an outstanding business success as
Miss Helen Pales of East Friend- paper and pencil to jot down the
the head of one of the greatest ! ship was weekend guest of Miss cooking hints Miss Emery will give
markets in Fairfield, County, but Barbara Fales.
you that are not included on the
in addition had found time to give
Miss Christine Olson was hostess printed program.—adv.’
invaluable service to numerous j Friday to the Helpful Club.
Bridgeport civic institutions.
Mrs. M J. Stevens of Cochituate, Brown. Mrs. George Vannah and
He was interested in the welfare j Mass., is guest of Mrs. George Van son George.
of its community and in social and nah.
Charles Bailey and Paul Hansvn
personal contacts was universally
Miss Ida Olson has employment of New York city are at Pilot's Point
esteemed. He was the surviving at the Egerton cottage.
for a short vacation.
partner of the original firm, his
Mrs. Dudley Rockwell of Hartford,
A picnic was enjoyed at Vannah's
brother having preceded him in beach Saturday. Present were Mr Conn.. Is spending the summer with
death by little less than a year. The and Mrs. Closson and daughters Ar her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Merle D
successful partnership speaks for lene ar.d Adelaide of Thomaston. James at Broad Cove Farm.
the character of these brothers whe Miss Helen Fales of East Friendship. | Mr and Mrs. Arthur Elliot of
shared in business association and Miss Barbara Fales, Miss Ethel I Thomaston are at their cottage for
civic service
a short stay.
NOTICE
Through his association with
Mrs. Byron Thompson of Friend
Tbe Stockholders of (he Knox Woolen
many charitable organizations Ma Co. are hereby notified (hat their An ship is employed at H. Wellington
imal Meeting will be held at their
sonic and other fraternal organiza oThc
in Camden, Wednesday July 27, Smith's.
tions and through residence in this 1938 ; t 2 o'clock p. in. D.S.T. for choice
Mr. and Mrs L. Davis of East
cf directors and to transact any other
city for 43 years. Mr. MacKenzie business that may come before them.
Pepperell, Mass., are guests of Mr
W. Ci. WILLIAMS, Clerk.
had become one of Bridgeport's best
and Mrs. W F. Flint.
Camden, July 11, 1938.
William Mungall of Buffalo. N. Y,
known citizens.
83-It
For maty years Mr MacKenzie
and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Ramitte
of Hartford, Conn., were recent
had been closely associated with the
Boys' Club to which he gave untir
visitors at the C. H Wales home.
Dr. Edward W. Peaslee
ingly of time and labor. He had
Mrs. Melville Maloney and daugh
Dentist
served as director for the club and 420 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND ter Marilyn motored to Damari
scotta with Mrs. E. George Payne
for many years had been vice presi
TEL. 611-M
Associated with Dr. R. L. Stratlnn recently, where they visited Mrs.
dent.
81-tf Grace Johnson who is a paient at
Among other social and welfare
institutions with which he was iden
the Damariscotta Hospital.
tified were the Christian Union and
Mrs. Willis Vinal of Warren en
at the time of his death was a di
tertained the Congregational Church
FREE! FREE!!
rector of the Fanny Crosby Home.
members at a picnic dinner Sat
TICKET to STRAND THEATRE
With every hair cut for boy un
This Home and the Westminster
urday at her cottage.
der 12 years. This offer good un
Presbyterian Church were sustained
B. S. Geyer Ls assisting in the
til advertised differently.
largely through the aid of Mr.
care of Edwin W Seavey.
Gentlemen—If you prefer a hair
MacKenzie and his deceased wife
Mrs. Madeline Spear and children
cut that will suit you and one
Nellie (Ludwig) MacKenzie.
Willis, John and Louise spent Fri •
that Is really good, try Rip's next
lime.
He was a former president of the
day with Mrs Winfield Richards at
Algonquin Club and a member of
RIP’S BARBER SHOP Megunticook Lake.
the Board of Trustees at the lime
75 PARK ST..
ROCKLAND I Miss Cora Fogerty will be houseI keeper at a baked bean supper
of his death. Mr. MacKenzie was
Next to Round Top Farms
Open Evenings until X
a prominent Mason, having at
Wednesday at the Town House.
Plenty of Parking Space 83*lt
tained the 32d degree. jHe held
Mr. and Mrs Woodbury Richards,
membership in Ashlar Lodge F A M .
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Strong, Jr.,
Jerusalem Chapter, Royal Arch Ma
and children, and Miss Virginia
sons. Jerusalem Council, Royal and
Richards of Rockland, Mr and Mrs.
I Wilbur Strong, Sr., and Sam Wal
Select Masters; Hamilton Commandery, Knights Templar, Pyra
ter of Thomaston picnicked in town
mid Temple, Nobles of the Mystic
A Most
Sunday.
Shrine and Lafayette Consistory.
Mr and Mrs. George Wyllie,
Complete Stock of
He was also a member of the Twi
daughter and granddaughter of
Warren were callers Sunday at W
light Club.
Mr MacKenzie was born in Fitch
F. Flint's.
William Belasco is employed at
Bay, Quebec, In 1861. During his
early life, he lived at Norwich,
the Oak Tree farm.
Miss Miriam Syrjala spent Mon
Mass, and later in Lowell, before
day with Miss Barbara Fales.
his settlement in Bridgeport. At
i_______________________________ .
the time of Mr. MacKenzle’s death
his co-partners in the Public Mar
ket were: His son William Mac
GARDNER’S
Kenzie, and a nephew Roderick
Cleveland.
LOBSTER GRILL AND
Nearest survivors are his son and
Prices and Quality
SANDWICH SHOP
two granddaughters. Several nieces
That Cannot Be Beat
and nephews, also share in the loss
Opens Saturday, July
and by whom he will be sadly
AT PORT CLYDE
all sizes
missed. Representatives of the
ROUTE 131
mercantile, financial manufacturing
LOBSTER SANDWICHES
and professional life of Brldaeport
HAMBURGERS
HOT DOGS
join the kinsfolk in their bereave
AND ICE CREAM
RANKIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
ment, and in respect for the late
79’It
Roderick J. MacKenzie,

TIRES

Ambulance Service
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MILLER’S GARAGE

Elvrh'ieally

for
Honied

Hof Water

1.

Plenty of HOT water for FATHER’S morning
shave and shower.

2.

Housekeeping is twice as easy for MOTHER.

3.

DAUGHTER finds it is not difficult to keep hosiery
and lingerie clean and dainty.

4.

SON, begrimed frequently, encounters fewer scold
ings. So he’s all for hot water!

5.

BABY takes hot water for granted for it keeps him
healthy and germ-free.

Why

it should be

Electric

It’s highly EFFICIENT and ECONOMICAL!
installed you never give it a thought!

1C

Once

ELECTRICITY ...
is available in most homes when an
approved storage type water heat
er is installed. After the first 200
kilowatt hours’ use (your lights,
refrigerator, washer, range and
small table appliances usually use
this amount.) YOU automatically
go on the lc RATE. What you can
do on this rate is almost fantastical
for Electricity is EIGHT times
cheaper per unit than on our top
rate.
Come in and let’s talk over your
water heating problem—undoubt
edly your home is eligible for lc
water heating.

i

r~—

The Hot point Vogue
piertrie water heater
may be pareliaaed
for as little as $1.60
monthly;
small
down payment.

centraAmaine
powe^Cdmfamy
a

ATTENTION TRUCK OWNERS!
Wc have just 22 Trucks left from a group of 75 wc recently
purchased by Auction Irom U. S. Government. This lot
in? hulls 14 Chevrolet Hydraulic Dumps, 4 Chevrolet Pick
ups. and 4 Dodges, Rack Bodies.
If you’ve been locking for a real BARGAIN in a truck—
here’s your OPPORTUNITY—but don't delay, they're go
ing fast!

HELFONT’S
173 KENNEBEC ST.

PORTLAND, ME.

TEL. 2-1977
83-85

AYER’S
Well, at last (he good old summer time is here again—and
ain't we glad to see the former residents and summer guests
again. lei's hope they have a good time and want to come again.
Meanwhile we have io‘3 of good things for summer wear.

FOR MEN
COTTON PANTS (we call 'em slacks)
$1.00, $1.50,
WORK PANTS—the kind that give such wear
$1.50,
DRESS PANTS
$3.00, $3.75,
SI MAIER SWEATERS
.................................. $1.00, $1.98,
WOOL BATHING TRUNKS .............................................. $1.00,
BCSH JACKETS ..... . ...............................................................

$1.98
$1.98
$5.00
$2.98
$1.98
$2.98

FOR BOYS

SHORT PANTS—gabardine, crash. linen
59c, 79c, $1.00
LONGIES—cotton slacks
................... -......... $1.00, $1.98
WHITE DICKS

................................................... 1100

SUMMER SWEATERS
..................... $1.00, $1.98
WOOL BATHING I Kt NKS
............... 75c
POI.O SHIRTS
...................................... 50c, 59c, 79c
FOR CHILDREN
WASH SUITS in beautiful patterns
...................... $1.00, $1.50
We aie always glad to ser summer visitors whether they have lo
buy anything or not. Drop hi and gossip a while.

WILLIS AYER
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At “The Red Lion”
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VINAL HAVEN
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People and Spots in the Late News

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Koch (Louise
Mqj. Henry H. Grindell (Cecilia
Hardison) who have been guests of
Roney) of Belmont, Mass., is one
her mother, Mrs' Fred Hardison, re
of a party of 26 sailing from New
turned Saturday to East Orange,
York today for a tour of Europe
N. J.
that will include London, rural
BOMBINGS SI IK BRITISH
England by motor, Holland in Ju
Mrs. Pauline Schofield and son
IRE ... Rumblings of ilistonIt was a meeting place most ap
tent with Premier Chan.tier
bilee Year, the Rhineland at festi
propriately named that the Vinal William passed Sunday with her
Iain’s “do-nothing policy'
val time, Paris and the Interna
Haven Lions Club selected as it mother, Mrs. Arthur Patterson.
swelled throughout England
tional
Exposition.
The
party
wijl
motored to the “Red Lion.” a sum
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall King and
as two more British ship*
return late in August.
werp bombed in Spanish gov
mer cottage occupied by Lion Miss Mary Walsh of Watertown,
ernment ports. Photo shows
The Garden Club will meet with
Charles L. Boman at Arey's Har Mass., were recent guests of Mr.
oiler “English Tanker" after
Miss Rita C. Smith, the president,
bor, and held therein its bi-month King's sister, Mrs Marshall Coombs.
rebel bombing at Alicante.
Thursday at 3 o'clock. Mrs. Leon
ly meeting last Thursday evening.
Union Church choir held a getF Bryant of Camden wil! be guest
A lobster supper was served by together Friday night at the Coombs
speaker, taking for subject “How
a committee of Lions consisting of camp at Shore Acres, honoring Rev.
to Interest Children in Nature,”
A. A. Peterson, L. W. Sanborn and and Mrs. N F. Atwood of Rockport.
FIRST AT GETTYSBURG . . . Alvin F.
Each member is privileged to invite
Tolman (left) of Manatee, Fla., 90-yearA. F Creed with Lion Joseph Head- A social evening was enjoyed and
old survivor of historic conflict, was
a guest, preferably a mother of
ley as waiter and Lion Keith Carver luncheon served.
greeted by James R McConaghie, Get
school-age children.
as second assistant dishwasher.
tysburg National Park superintendent,
Adin L. Hopkins of Camaen was
Francis A. Knowlton of PassaSupper was served on the screened
as he arrived for celebration of 75th an
in town recently on a business trip.
niversary of battleby vets of blue and WHO WOULDN'T? , . .
dumkeag is visiting his son and
in porch of the cottage, and every
gray.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of
Fashion experts mur
family on Green street.
one did justice to the delicious and
mured "Oh's” and "Ah’s”
Waterville were in town for the
William
H.
Poor
of
Fairhaven,
full meated lobsters furnished by
when lovely Betty Lor
weekend.
Mass., a fraternity brother of Wil
raine appeared on Miami,
Lion Don Poole.
Mr and Mrs Lloyd Webster,
Fla., beach in white elas
liam T Smith. Jr., was his guest for
After the supper the well fed
tic swim suit, circularluncheon at his home Friday.
Lions relaxed in easy chairs with daughter Barbara and son Lloyd,
striped straw hat and
who
have
been
tn
town
for
the
past
A Joint meeting of Williams-1
the aid of Lady Nicotine, and a
cork-soled shoes. ------- ►
Into a jungle of nameless terror ventures the screen's most amazing Brazier Post and the Auxiliary will i
business meeting was held around week, returned Sunday to Hopedale,
the crackling fire in the fire- I Mass. Enroute they visited their sleuth, Peter Lorre ileftl to join Rochelle Hudson i center I and Robert be held in the Legion rooms next
place
Plans were made for a i daughter Jean Webster in Lewiston Kent irighti in the screen's most sensational adventure, "Mr. Moto Takes Friday evening at 7.30. There will
be refreshments. Mrs Charlotte
lecture to be held in the near fu- where she is a student nurse at a Chance," 2l)th Century-Fox picture.-adv.
ture to be sponsored by the Club, Cfntral Maine Oenerftl HosP‘tal
Gray and Mrs. Shirley Williams
while a vote taken some time ago- A
shower P"1* was given
serving. A large attendance is j
hoped for, as there Is much to be
to put on a Club play was rescinded. Mr and Mrs. Charles Calderwood
planned and done for the Legion
The Lions thought so much of Thursday night at their home by
Fair to be held Aug 17-18.
Host Boman's invitation to use the Ruth Barton, Charlotte MacDonald
Thirty
Maurice Metcalf, who has been
Red Lion that he was appointed and Doris Youngqulst.
staying at the Little Guest House
by King Lion Drew as the com friends were present and the newly- j
for two weeks, returned Sunday to
mittee on meetings, possibly in the weds received beautiful gifts. Lunch
BACKYARD CHEMISTRY . . . Soil di
his home in Newtonville, Mass.
hope that they might be able to was served.
agnosticians of Freeport Sulphur com
Rev
N.
F.
Atwood
of
Rockport
meet again soon in his comfortable
Mr and Mrs Wallace Smalley
pany reported home gardeners, taking
and former pastor of Union Church.1
tip from big-scale farming, are going
and daughter Ruth arrived Satur
quarters.
scientific this year, testing and adjusting
One of the high lights of the was greeted by a large congregation
day from Worcester. Mass, to visit
soil for alkalinity-acidity with chemical
Sunday
when
he
filled
the
pulpit
ln
evening was the presence of Past
Miss Leila Clark.
kits.
-------- »
MIDDIES TRIUMPH ON HUD
the
absence
of
Rev.
Kenneth
Cook,
President Isaac O. Calderwood who
Walter Berg and his sister-in-law.
SON ... Setting new mark, Navy
who
is
attending
Theological
School
has recently returned to Vinal
Mrs. Ellegard, came Saturday from
crew (below) flashed to victory in
four-mile Intercollegiate Rowing
Haven from construction jobs in in Bangor Rev. Mr. Atwood deliv
Green Bay, Wis., and are guests
Association regatta at Poughkeep
North Carolina and Tennesse, ered an able and impressive sermon
of his mother, Mrs. George Berg,
sie, N. Y, as pursuing California,
where he was the engineer in on “His Love Constraineth Me."
and his aunt. Miss Alice Oliver,
Washington and Columbia eights
charge. He was presented with a Miss Ruth Brown was soloist and
also shattered record.
at the Oliver homestead at the
Past President's pin by King Lion
vested choir sang special an
west end.
O V. Drew who briefly stressed the -hems Communion was observed
Miss Kethryn Stevens of West
respect and admiration held by At 'he evening meeting Rev. Mr At! Hartford. Conn., has been visiting
the Club members for their first '*'0°h spoke on "For Thine Is the
1 her aunt, Mrs. William Hanley, and
president. Following the presen-1 Kingdom, the Power and the Glory."
I yesterday went to Southemton,
tation Lion Calderwood gave an in The choir sang special selections.
■ Conn. She and her friend Miss
• • • ■
teresting talk on some of his ad
May Page have bought a house
DEFENDS BREAD BASKET . . .
ventures in the South, bringing out
Mrs. Augusta H. Peaslee
- there for their home, and will make
Rallying hundreds of New Jersey
the great development of the coun1 It ready for occupancy this sum
Augusta H., widow of Stephen
housewives against taxes which
"raise cost of living", Mrs. Ada
try he was in, since he first went Peaslee, died at her home last
mer.
Taylor Sackett, founder of Emer
$-1 Miss Violette Houle of Sherbrooke.
there some 30 years ago.
Tuesday after a long illness. Mrs.
gency Consumers Tax Council, says
Lloyd E Webster of Hopedale. Peaslee, 82. was the daughter of
Quebec, was here for the week
women's fight on all tax legislation
Mass , was the only guest.
threatening necessities of life shows
end with her cousin, Mrs Gleason
Elbridge and Louisa Coburn. De
signs of spreading through nation.
ceased is survived by three sons,
Gogin.
f( Wide 1
There
will
be
a
pre-school
clinic
Fred
Peaslee
of
Massachusetts;
Guy
MICKIE SAYS—
C. Peaslee of this town; Carl Peaslee |
at the selectmen's office this after
noon at 2.30, Dr. John B. Curtis, Macgowan. and Miss Gwendolyn
of Newton, Mass.; one grandson, |
0V GOLLV, IF TWEVS AUYTWIWG
Joseph Doane of Portland, and a I Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy in “Girl of the Golden West."—adv Dr Waiter p Conley of Rockland. Barlow is secretary The se sions
US BOOSTERS AROUWO TWIS
. and Mrs Flint, R. N„ in attendance, i are he'd each forenoon from 9 lo
niece, Miss Faye Coburn of this j
OFFICE EkUOY, ITS SAYIW'WICE
STONINGTON
Those Pre^nt were Arlene Eaton’ The clinic is for the children who H 39 in the Baptist vestry, the
town.
Mrs.
Peaslee
was
a
devoted
|
THIKIGS ABOUT FOLKS, AMD UIE
Woodrow Cousins. Mary Billings. wm enur the fub.primary and thP Baptist and Federated Churches
mother, a kind friend and neighbor
WEVER MISS A GUAHtE «
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Welch are home Nathan Peasley, Elwood Sawyer,
j co-operating.
WHEUEVER AkfV OF OUR HOME
1
2 3
first grade this fall.
5
She was a member of Union Church from Boston on vacation.
4
Genevieve Warren, Edward WoodFOLKS DO THEMSELVES PROUO,
Mrs A. J. Spaulding entertained
Mr and Mrs Eugene Clo son and
for many years.
4
WE ARE RIGHT THERE WITH
7
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Gray are man. Ralph McDonald. Priscilla frlends Wednesday night at her their two daughters returned to
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sell.
Others
present
were
Mr.
and
Lougee.
Eugen?
Benson,
of
Somer

road.
thence
southerly
along
said
Mrs. A. L. Bryant, Belmont Ave.
held Tuesday afternoon.
Knox and Lincoln Railroad, one hun
ville. Mass, Mr. and Mrs. Glen Mrs. Elmer Keene and son Elmer,
Mrs. Marguerite Barnes who has
dred and ,-cventy '170i fc«t t>
♦
Owens of Arlington. Mass, Mr. and Mrs Richard Austin and family
Holmes Street; thence easterly
been at the home of Mr and Mrs.
along said Holmes Street two hun
*
Mrs. Clarence Lewis and daugh- ! of Union and Mr. Russell. Gifts
I
dred and eighty-eight <288, feet or
1 A A Barnes for a visit, has returned !
X
BUILDING MOVING
there abouts to bounds first men
ters Leona and Vivian. Mr. and were presented to Mrs Russell and
i to Brookline. Mass.
tioned "
WINTER cabbage plants for sale.
“None too large; None too small" Mrs. Wallace Robinson. Mr. and a handsomely decorated birthday
WHEREAS, the condition of said
OVFRNESS SARK ESI AN. Tel. 568-W.
Mr. and Mrs. James Brooks and j
If you think there Ls—try
157 Tafbot Ave
82-84
Mrs Daniel Marcor.; and Mr. and cake mad" by Mrs. Davis decked Mortgage is broken
Now therefore, by reason of the
son Robert of Madison, were week- i
OLD BEN PAUL
Mrs. William Robinson of Medford. the table along with other refresh breach of the condition thereof, the |
BROILERS and roasters for sale.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. ! ROCKPORT, TEL. CAMDEN 8C11
dres. ed or alive
RICHARD MAKI,
said Home Owners’ Loan Corporation,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sparrow of ments.
West Meadow road. city.
83*85
by Elisha W. Pike. Its Attorney there- I
77-82
Billings.
unto duly authorized by its power of
Needham. Mass, Mrs. Robert Pierce
BABY
carriage
for
sale,
also
crib,
attorney dated October 1 1936. and re
art square, some antiques. No dealers
of Milton. Mass, Mrs William Sart
corded in the Knox County Registry
TENANT’S HARBOR
MRS
LAURENCE
SAWYER
13
Dunn
f De ds Book 249 -page 313. claims a
wcll of Worcester, Mass, Mrs. Gran
S’ . Thomaston.
83*85
foreclosure of said mortgage, and gives
If you have Real Entate lo buy
ville Shibles and daughter Anna
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Meader and this no*Ice for that purpose
i
SEA
shore
lots
for
sale;
also
good
or
sell
—
cily,
farm,
or
shore
—
or
Dated this ninth day of July. A. D
three room cottage, at Wheelers Bav.
of Westbrook. Maine, Mr and Mrs. daughter of Dedham. Mass. were
wish to rent nr hire a Home or
I
on
the
new
State
Road
overlooking
Norris Wiggin of Portland. Maine J callers Sunday at the home of Mrs. HCME OWNERS’ LOAN CORPORATION Cottage, advertise in this column.
Harrington's Cove.
E A. CLARK.
By Elisha W Pike
Telephone 770.
' proof Bead, Me.
82*85
and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby of Emma Torrey and Mr. and Mrs. Ed83-T-89
HAND
printing
press.
6x9
for
sale,
Manchester. N. H
j win Wheeler.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

CAMDEN

NOW IS THE TIME!

In Everybody’s Column

WANTED

: LOST AND FOUND \

S. E. EATON

i

TO LET

BOUQUET
D OR SAY

Summer Cottages J

CARROLL

REAL ESTATE

* * «■ X

FOR SALE

X

RadiOdditieS .... by Squier

A RUNAWAV AT 15,6M7T JOINED
A MUSICALCONEOY CHO8U5 .MARflC,
(HER REAL-LIFE DAUGHTER.OONNN

—THE FEATURE THAT GIVES
YOU 26* MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
Come in now and let tn ihow you
the CONSERVADOR and the
other plu' values of this new and
different refrigerator. . . . Bip,
roomy, automatically lighted mam
storage compartment . . . Radiotype illuminated TcmpcratureControl dial...New Ice Cube Expelier
... Self sealing Crisper... Sliding
Fruit Drawer . . . Reserve Storage
Compartment for extra supplies.

SEE THE PROOF
OF LOWER OPERATING COST
We will show you how long this
refrigerator will operate on a
penny's worth of electricity. No
cssing. Sec Nation-wide Penny
ter proof of lower operating cost
before you buy any refrigerator!

K

A FEW PENNIES A DAY
SOON PAYS FOR IT

JOINED HER PARENTS VOOVIl ACT* *4
MYRT1 SIFTER ON HER 15'* BIRTHDAY

A

©/STS

1 NOT
I so

MVBT PAWNED A RING TO GET
NEW CLOTHES FOR THEIR FIRST
RADIO AUDITION ,IT CLICKED!
SHE NOW DICTATES THE SCRIPT
PACING THE FLOOR.,FIGURES
SHE HAS WRITTEN 2SOQOOO
WORDS - ALL IN ONE HAIR (X SHOES
HEARD MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
OVER CBS AND ADDITIONAL STATIONS

—THAT'S HOW EASY OUR TERMS ARE

★

Listen ever WLBZ every day al
1 o'clock for Fairbanks-Morse

House-Sherman, Inc.
447 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

MVRT LOVES COOKING. TRAVEL,BASEBALL i
AND HER SON,GEORGE DAMAREL. JR. A BUD
DING ORCHESTRA IEADER», PEEVES ARE
GUSHING PEOPLE. POSING FOR PHOTOS,
DRAWS ON STAGE EXPERIENCES FOR SCRIPTS

MARGE ENJOYS HIDING-SWIMMING19 an EXCELLENT RIFLE SHOT. THE
FAMILY PETS INCLUDE 5 CANARIES

AN IRISH SETTER .AflOSTUN 8ULLOOG4
A 3 LB POMERANIAN NAMED GOLIATH!

PETROLEUM’S WORLD OF TOMORROW—A brilliant triangle of
* gleaming blue metal supported twenty feet above the ground by four
huge replicas of oil tanks will house the Petroleum Industry Exhibit at
the New York World’s Fair 1939, as indicated in the model above. Dra
matic and spectacular exhibits will show how research in petroleum has
aided human progress. A unique feature is the derrick in back which,
banned by living workers, will demonstrate the process of drilling for oit

WHEREAS Fannie Donovan of Rock
land. Knox County. Maine, by her deed
of mortgage dated the nineteenth day
of August. A. D. 1932 and recorded ln
the Registry of Deeds for said Knox
County. Book 226. page 423. conveyed
|O Rockland Loan and Building As
sociation. a corporation then duly or
ganized and existing, the following
described real estate situate in said
Rockland, together with buildings
thereon:
BEGINNING on the south side of a
contemplated way leading out of Main
street and at a point eighty nine feet
from Main street;
THENCE southerly by land of W E
Ingraham (now of one Knight) eighty
four and one tenths feet (84 1) to stake
and stones;
THENCE easterly parallel with line
of contemplated street or way seventy
(70) feet to land <‘.hcn) lately sold to
F W. Eastman:
THF'NCE northerly on the western
line of the Eastman lot eighty four
ancl one tenths (841) feet to line of
contemplated strer or way;
THENCE westerl ’ by said street or
' way seventy (70) feet to flrct bounds—
being lot number 59 on plan of the
I Henry Ingrahan estate as drawn by O.
H. Tripp, and being the same premises
• conveyed to Martha H. Ganue by the
City of Rockland by deed dated June
6. A. D 1902
AND WHEREAS said Rockland Loan
and Building Association by its deed
cf assignment assigned the above
mortgage, and the debt thereby secured,
on the eighteenth day of November, A.
D 1937 and which assignment is reI corded in satd Registry of Deeds. Book
240. page 91. to us the undersigned
Edna J Harvey and Olive L. Hickman.
AND WHEREAS the condition of said
mortgage has been broken;
Now therefore, by reason of the
breach of condition thereof we claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twenty second day of
June. A D 1938
Edna J. Harvey.
Olive L. Hickman.

77-t-83

FARM: good buildings. 125 acres land
good location, plenty hard wood, six
lumber cuts. 25 tons hay. good pasture,
spring well, six cows, one young horse.
Fully equlped with tools and machinery.
Price $2200
HOUSE and barn with three acres
land on shore at Owls Head; good celler
electric lights Price $1200 easy terms
FARM F’atr buildings; 95 acres land,
flne blueberry fields; three miles from
city. Price $1800
TWO farms on No. 1 Highway, first
class In every way a* low price.
EIGHT-room house all Improvements
and garage, central location.
Five
minute walk from center of Rockland.
Price $1200.
ANOTHER about the same with large
lot of land. $1500
Another without
all improvements. $1800. All best of
location
I have a very large listing
to choose from.
V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tel.
1154 or 330 Foss House, 77 Park St
82-tf
FOR SALE
2 B. R cottage Spruce Head Island.
Price $1100.
FARMS
Forty-acre farm. 1400 apple trees con
sisting of Delicious and McIntosh ln
elegant condition; 10-room house mod
ern; 200 hens. 800 chickens; owner will
take first mortgage for one-half sale
price which ls $10,000
Owner says.
$8000 was taken from apples ln one
season. This farm overlooks a beau
tiful lake. Shown at appointment only.
Fifty-acre farm. Waldoboro, land runs
to water. Cape Cod style house, priced
at $3500
Electric lights; well water
piped to sink.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
168 Main St.,
Rockland.
Tel. 605-M
81-83
SEVERAL acres of blueberries for
sale on vines. LAWRENCE WEAVER
Route 1. Warren.
81*83
THREE-room bungalow ln Rockport
for sale, with or without 40 acres; low
price. Also second-hand stoves bought
and sold. TEL. 1214-M. Rockland. 80-tf

also two acetylene torches, gauges, and
extra fittings. Price right for quick
sale. 38 WATER ST.. Rockland 82*84
19-ft power boat for sale, copper
fastened. 4 h.p engine; also new milch
cow with calf. A. E. SNOW. South
Thomaston.
82*85
RANGE for sale. In good condition
73 MAVERICK ST.
81*83
ONE horse mowing machine. John
De^r. and Yankee rack for sale, prac
tically new; also refrigerator. WINNIFRED WHITNEY. R.I’.D. 2. Waldoboro
_______
81*83
CAMP for sale at Lermond Pond, two
rooms, screened porch, furnished, row
boat, sandy beach, reasonable price.
TEL Camden 2257.
81*83

18

! MISCELLANEOUS I
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
and delivered
Tel 791, CRIE HARD
WARE Co.. Rockland.
79-tf
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
solicited. H C. RHODES. Tcl. 519-J.
79-tf
SEND 28c and questions I can help
you. Constructive reading
Inspira
tional advice. GEORGE JONES. Dlxmont. Me.
83*85
MEN old at 40! Get renewed strength
New OAtrex Tonic Tablets contain raw
oyster invlgorators and other stimul
ants. Value $125. Introductory price
$1 Call, write C. H. MOORE & CO..
Rockland.
79*90
NOTICE TO MARINKRS
The name of the gas screw yacht
“DOMAGE” ofllclal number 224.623 has
been changed by permission of the
director of the Bureau of Marine In
spection and Navigation to "KAIULANI " JOHN WINSLOW WILLIAMS,
414 North Charles St., Baltimore. Md.

91-84
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OCi ETY
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Philbrick and
daughters Madeline and Norma,
motored to Portland Monday to
meet Mrs. Philbrick's mother, Mrs
Etta Mehlman. and niece, Miss
Melba Angell of Montreal. The
visitors will spend a few weeks at
the Philbrick cottage at Crescent
Beach.

SUMMER VISITORS

Mrs. Fred E. Leach and daughter
! Virginia, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stodj dard and son Richard, Capt. and
Mrs. John A. Stevens and daugh
ter Kay, and Mr. and Mrs, George
1 St. Clair, motored to Bailey Island.
Sunday, where they Joined Mr and
i Mrs. Austin St. Clair, Mrs. Clara St.
Clair and Mr. and Mrs. Irving Pettinglll for an outing. Picnic din
ner was a feature, the group later
going to Bath for supper.

Occasionally one hears the re
mark: “I did not see anything ln
Tlie Courier-Gazette about my
guests. Tlie impossibility of ob
taining tlie names of all sum--,
mer visitors who come to Rock
land in July and August is mani
fest. The paper desires to note
such arrivals (the guests them
selves look for it), and to this
end asks Its readers to send in
such items, eltner directly to the
office, or to the society reporter,
Mrs. Leola Noyes, whose tele 1 Mr. and Mrs. David S. Beach and
phone number Is 873-R. Social daughters Betty and Eileen are visi
events as well as arrivals and de
ting Mrs. Beach’s parents, Mr and
partures are earnestly desired.
j Mrs. Melvin C. Lockhart, in Monc
ton, N. B. The trip was made at
Frank Wight of Bristol, Penn, and this time, that they might be pres
Ralph Wight of Concord, N. H. have ent at the 50th wedding anniversary
returned to their homes, after a of Mr. and Mrs. Lockhart.
weeks vacation spent with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wight.
Mr. and Mrs. F. F. Hufnagel have
returned to their home in Mt, Ver
Mrs. Nora Wilde and Mrs. Dora non. N. Y„ after 10 days’ vacation
Crockett of St. Petersburg, Fla, are at their new camp at Ashmere.
visiting their former home in this
city, guests at the home of Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Christophe,
Anastasia Harmon.
child and maid of Needham, Mass.,
are occupying one of the Duncan
Mrs. Levi Berry was brought to cottages at Holiday Beach for two
Knox Hospital from South Union weeks.
Sunday for an emergency appendi
citis operation. Her condition is
Mrs John Richard Tattersall. Jr.,
understood to be serious.
arrived here Saturday from Toronto
Canada to spend the summer. Mr.
A. H. Newbert Association, held Tattersall expects to Join Mrs. Tat
an outing at Crescent Beach Tues tersall here on his return trip from
day night, being guests of Mr. and England. Mrs. Tattersall was for
Mrs. George L. St. Clair. A picnic mally Evelyn Terraine, R. N., of
supper and social evening was en Boston.
joyed by 24 members.
Mrs William S. Healey and
Methebescc Club will picnic Fri daughter Miss Pauline Healey of
day, with Mrs. Maude Blodgett at Los Angeles, Calif., are guests at
Spruce Head. Box lunch.
the home of Mrs. Healey's father,
J. C. Perry. North Main street. It
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jenkins is their first eastern visit in a num
of Peabody. Mass., and Miss Mina ber of years.
Jenkins of Por .and, were weekend
guests of th ir mother. Mrs. Choris i W W. Morse of Portland was a
Jenkins.
visitor in the city Saturday and
i indulged in his favorite recreation
Mrs Anita Spear entertained at on the Knox County Golf Club’s
er Pleasant Beach camp Friday course with Mayor Veazie and L.
l honor of the birthdays of Mr. E. McRae. Sunday was spent at
ad Mrs. H. W. Thorndike. The Mr. Morse's former thome in Swan's
uests were Mr and Mrs F. F. Huf- Island.
agel. Mr. and Mrs. C. S Woolley.
Irs. Kenneth Mills and Miss MarGuests at Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
ery Mills.
Thorndikes
cottage,
Pleasant

OUR GRADUATES
Business
b. ,o«rn.d
1
training, riomp .

nite »ho P»“
Burdett

d upoo

rade training.
ready ’»

>««»’’.“ton.’bl. po««»»-’
Whe’n
cOornr„r.ah“.
Departmenteou,„. lor
One °I“5 ’^?en Butineee Ad»•” .“"Jon Accounting. Execuminulration-A s.c,etarial and
other bu,io*i*i “ra ning not reout commercial tra
quired lor entrance.
Write lor catalog.
154 SW«r» St.

tTOO Brooch
74 Mt. Vernon St.. **Y

Maw

BURDETT
COLLEGE

1 WONDER
| For The Courler-Oaae'.te |
Ah. who can tell
What thoughts the birds may hold
What sweet communion dwells
Mongst leaves and flowers, as yet un
told?
life on the wing
Must be a Joyous thing!

Can we but prove
That feathered friends
Have language bird-inspired.
And never plumbed by man
Or through hls deepest thoughts re

quired?

Who can hark to song of bird.
To flowing ecstasy of meadow lark
With heart unstirred?
Or fall response at nesting time.
Their rare enchantments ln tree and
vine?

At sunaet hour the hermit thrush
In benediction true.
Pours forth rich music from hls heart
That floods our lives anew.
Life on thc wing
Must be a Joyous thing!

K S. F
Jack Barton of Jersey City, N. J
has been spending a few days with
his mother, Mrs, Elizabeth Barton.
Mrs. Pauline McWilliams will en
tertain Tonian Circle, Wednesday
night at her home on Chestnut
street.

Mrs. C. Earle Ludwick and Mrs.
George Gay were hostesses to mem
bers of Thimble Club Monday night
at the Gonia cottage. Crescent
Beach, the husbands being supper
guests of ‘George L. St. Clair.
Corner Club members met for
cards Friday afternoon with Mrs.
Charles M. Richardson. Top scores
at bridge were awarded Mrs. C. E.
Packard and Mrs. I. J. Shuman.

(Top to Bottom)

(Top to Bottom)

Dorothy Smith
Nancy Snow
Edward Storer
Walter Sukeforth
Mary Sullivan

Fird Winehenbaeh

Lillias Young
Stella Young

The Woman's Educational Club
held a picnic Friday at the home of
Mrs. Eugene Sleeper, Cedar street,
with an attendance of about 35
members.
The afternoon session was spent
in discussing current events and
giving the customary quotations.
Reports were presented about the
Federation meeting at the Samoset,
and a report of the secretary was
read.
The question of placing a marker
where the Red Jacket was launched
was put over to another meeting.
The afternoon speaker was Prof.
Harry T. Baker of Goucher College,
who discussed the coming Coalition
and the New Deal. In the course of
his address he expressed the opinion
that to be successful the next Presi
dent must be an intelligent twofisted fighter, of high principles,
with the business ability to handle
prcperly the huge sums of money
appropriated by Congress. He be
lieved that we need men of the
type of Calvin Coolidge rather than
the hale-fellow-well-met type who
makes and breaks promises with
equal faculty. Gov. Lehmann of
New York, who has substantially
reduced the deficit after Roosevelt
went out of office, was mentioned
as being good Presidential ma
terial.
At 6 o'clock picnic lunches with
coffee were in order.
Thc evening meeting was opened
with the Lords' Prayer, led by Mrs.
Aurelia Bray and the Salute to The
Flag led by Mrs. Cora Haraden.
Rev. John Holman gave a re
view of thc Davis case at Port Clyde
of a few years ago. The boy's uncle,
Sidney Davis, was present and re
lated details concerning the case
which had come under his observa
tion. They both appeared strongly
convinced that it was a case of
murder rather than accidental
t drowning.
A letter was read from the
county officials to the effect that
ihe matter had been carefully In
vestigated and tried before Juries
drawn by lot. County Attorney
j Jerome Burrows then presented his
views on thc case.
The next picnic is to be held with
1 Mrs. Nina Gregory at Glen Cove
Friday.

Mrs. Frank Brown who came
East recently with her husband,
Capt. Brown, is at Knox Hospital
receiving treatment for torn liga Some Interesting Facts Are, j5janj on Which the camp is loments which resulted from a motor
Gathered At Muscongus : cated showed a gain of two. The
accident before she left home.
gull and the King Eider, both rest
Bay Camp
dents of Arctic regions, were added
Mrs. Mertie Judkins of Union. N.
The stock market was not the to the previous list of 175 species.
J., with her sister, Mrs. Adelle Mor
t only thing that showed a gain this The motor launch trip to Little
ton, whom she is visiting at her
Green Island, about 10 miles off
summer home in Union, are guests last week, since the records of the the coast, revealed the nests ol
this week of Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Audubon Nature Camp, on Muscon laughing gulls, rare Leach's petrels,
gus Bay, showed a high rise in
Richan.
New England bird population. The guillemots, and a family of four
ravens. For the third succcessive
Mrs Jane Crouse is a surgical pa nests of the double-crested cormor
ants showed a rise of 50 percent,season the campers were greeted by
tient at Knuox Hospital.
over this same period last year. the onJy human inhablUnt of thc
•nd the herons have gained more |island ^rt York' a veteran lob'
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Sonntag
ster fisherman, was on hand with
have returned from a visit with than 75 percent in the same time. the marine life specimens which
Tlie
present
status
is
204
cormorant
relatives in Sandusky and Cleve
nests and 400 great blue heron pairs. he had collected from his lobster
land. Ohio.
The total list of birds for thc Maine pots. Most of these marine plants
and animals are not common to
Mr and Mrs. Fimeon Rubenstein
islands of Muscongus Bay, and
of New York, formerly of this city,
York, aroused by the enthusiasm
are guests of David Rubenstein on
of the campers has added much of
Talbot avenue. Mr. Rubenstein is
interest to the camp museum.
representative in Brooklyn and
The Audubon Nature Camp, made
Long Island of the Waittc & Bond
possible by the dedication of a
Mfg. Co.
forest-clad Maine Island by Dr.
Milllcent Todd Bingham of New
Miss Mary Wellman, who has
York continues with thc purpose
been visiting her sister. Miss Leona
with which it was organized in
Wellman for two weeks, has re
1936 by thc National Association
turned to Northeast Harbor. She
of Audubon Societies. Established
was accompanied by Miss Leona
to make more effective thc teaching
Wellman who will be her guest for
two weeks.

Where Birds Thrive

Beach, last Thursday were Mrs. D.
E Woolley, Mrs Anita Spear. Mr.
Mrs. Grace Rollins and daughter
and Mrs. C. S. Woolley and son
Miss Daphne Winslow, are occupy
Stewart and Mrs. Kenneth Mills
ing their cottage "Surf Side" at
and Miss Margery Mills. Hie aft
Holiday Beach.
ernoon was given over to a circus
party in Rockland.
Miss Betty Cram of North Main
street
has joined the summer camp
Mr and Mrs. Clinton Bowley and
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. McDonald of
ers, going to Salubrity Hill Camp,
daughter
Virginia,
are
spending
a
lston. Mass., and Mrs. Carl Ashley
North Gorham, for thc month.
New York have returned to their week's vacation in Boston.
speettve homes after visiting Mrs.
Mrs, Forest Pinkerton and daugh
Miss Alice Barton has returned
Ilian McRae, Pleasant street.
from several weeks' visit with her ter Helen left Monday afternoon for
several weeks visit with relatives
Miss Doris Heald's dancing pupils brother, Benjamin Barton, in Win
and friends in Portland and Bid
sted,
Conn.
Id a picnic at Oakland Park Satdeford.
day. Included in the Jolly throng
Mrs Ralph Glendenning was
re Miss Heald. Muss June Cote,
hostess to WIN. Club Friday
Mrs. Alta Merchant who has been
annette St. Clair, Robert Bishop
night, at cards and luncheon. Mrs visiting her daughter, Mrs. Law
d Days Mac Hopkins of Camden,
Vance Norton. Mrs. Carl Freeman rence Shute. Hill street, has re
•s. Frank Grant and Beverly
and Mrs. Florence Knowlton won turned to Portland.
rant of Thomaston. Mrs . Ross,
bridge honors.
iry. Joan, Ann, Francis and John
Sheriff and Mrs. C. Earle Lud
iss of Ingraham Hill. Mrs. Erwin
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wall spent wick were guests of Mrs. Ludwick's
tear, Pauline, Ruth and Marilyn Sunday in South Portland
brother Maurice Orbeton at his
ear and Mrs. Kenneth Mills and
Ellsworth summer home over Sun
argery Mills of Rockland.
Members of T Club motored Fri
day.
day night to Sherman's Point,
Mr and Mrs. Charles T. Man
rhe annual picnic of the Shakcs- where they had picnic supper and
William Bisbee of New York is in chester and daughter Helen and
rare Society will be held July 20. remained for the evening. A pret
Paul Johnson were guests Sunday
nner will be served at Rockledge tily decorated cake was presented, the city on his annual vacation.
of Mrs. Cora L. Haraden.
n. Spruce Head, and in the aft- Mrs Rhama Philbrick, in honor of
Mr and Mrs. H W. Thorndike,
noon thc club will be guests or her birthday.
Mrs Dion E. Woolley. Mrs. Anita
Maude Blodgett at her sum>r horn". Spruce Head. All memMr and Mrs. Walter Weeks are Spear, Mrs. Kenneth Mills and Miss
rs and alumni are invited and guests of Mrs. Weeks' relatives in Margery Mills visited last week the IS
C.AC Encampment at Fort Wil
l TXT* L2LM -Y^YMr jZXJL.- >
K?d to notify Mrs. Harriet Silsby Stonington.
liams. where Lieut. Mills ls on duty
Evg. at 8; Sal. Mat. 2.30 D.S.T.
ost. Mrs. Lou Emery or Mrs.
Norman Waldron arrived Satur with Battery E. A call was also
nilv Stevens if they are to attend.
ALL TIIIS WEEK—MAT. SAT.
day from Manlius, N. Y„ and after made upon Mr. and Mrs Harry
fiss Marion Anderson has been visiting hls parents, Mr. and Mrs. Baker. Mrs. Mills and daughter
"TONIGHT AT 8.30"
king a brief visit in Dover-Fox- Sumner Waldron, left for Dexter, spent the remainder of the week
500th Production
where he is on the faculty of the with Capt. and Mrs. Charles G.
ANNIVERSARY WEEK
Wassookeag School Camp, during Hewett.
Miner days are glad days es the summer session.
Slatting Mi nday, July 18
ally when tea is to be served
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Reed and
Matinee Saturday, July S3
>ne of the outstanding gardens
Mrs. Grace Jameson entertained family of Spencer. Mass., are occu
GALA MONDAY NIGHT
iur beautiful state. Ex-Govenor the Monday Club and guests last pying thc Flint cottage at Holiday
“Governor's Night"
Souvenirs
Mrs. Win. Tudor Gardiner will night at a shower for Mrs. Bernard j Beach.
LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
-rtain at their summer home -at Jameson, whose wedding took place
Present
PS Point. Woolwich, Wednesday early this month. The honor guest
Captain and Mrs. C. L. Morris
The Captivating Ccmedy
n 3.30 to 5.30. The No. 1 high- was presented with some lovely (Ritchie Robinson) and son Caleb.
Or Royalty in Masquerade
will be marked leading to tire gifts, the remainder of the evening Jr. of Aransas Pass, Texas, have ,
;y which is to benefit the Wool- being devoted to cards. Honors taken the Shaw apartment, North t
i branch of American Red Cross. went to Mrs. Helena Coltart, Mrs. Main street, for a few weeks, while i
i to meet your friends on the Carrie Douglas and Mrs. Abbie visiting several relatives in Rock- I
:ious grounds. Mrs. Edward V. Wheeler of Manchester, N. H„ land and vicinity. On their trip
d is general chairman for the Other guests were Mrs. Dorothy north, they crossed to Canada, stop
ir. assisted by Mrs. Harry Fitch, Jameson , Mrs. Harriet Barbour, ping for a view of Niagara Falls,
. George Farnham. Mrs. Samuel Mrs. Lettie Cross. Mrs. Altena then on through Toronto, Ottawa, All Seats 50c and $1 (plus tax)
k, Mrs. Suze! Howard. Mrs. Athearn, Mrs. Effie Richards, Mrs. and Montreal visiting the “quins”
YALE PUPPETEERS
ly Bailey, Mrs. John Brown. Betty Getchell, Miss (Mary Veazie enroute. The trip led to Quebec
Marionettes
. Arthur Williams, Mrs. Ossian and Miss Marion Upham of Rock and the Gaspc Peninsula, Halifax,
In Musical Revue
Ige. Mrs. Clara Head. Mrs. Carrie port, Mrs. Angie Hart, Mrs. Ruby N. S., St. John, N. B. and from there
horn, Mrs. Wilbur Howe and Allen, Mrs. Maude Gray. Mrs. Mary to Rockland. At the end of their
“IT’S A SMALL WORLD"
. Carolyn Wing. Let’s accept Mathews and Mrs. Mary Glidden. journey, they had traveled 4482
Wednesday Afternoon, July 27
invitation to have tea in the A bride's cake was Included in the miles. Mr. and Mrs. Morris were
All Seats 50c (plus tax)
ps Point gardens
refreshments,
formerly residents of this city.
■

The Educational Club meets
sxt Friday with Mrs. Nina Oreg•y. Old County road, Glen Cove,
om 3 to 8.30 The executive boards
eet at 2.30. C. M. Richardson
>eaks at 5 p. m. on “Important
ampaign issues for Knox County.’’

Virginia Wood

Prof. Baker Talks of Presi
dents—Davis Drowning
Case “Reopened”

CAMDEN
TOWN HALL
SERIES

DISCONTINUED STYLES

ONLY

BLACKINGTON’S
83-84

ROCKLAND

310 MAIN ST.,

PO'LU PREST0I1
OUR FAMOUS
NATCRAI.DENE OIL

PERMANENT
$2.95
This, beautiful nil permanent will
exceed your fondest expeetations.
a perfect wave for any summer
sport.
Exclusive with Gilbert's.
Fully guaranteed.
Thr Salon of ( Iran and Radian!
Beauty

'

Oth< r I’ei manents
$4 00. $5.00, $6.00
o----------- o
Vaur Choice
Shampoo,
lingei wave
Manicure
or Arrh
each

GILBERT’S

Rockland's Newest A Most Popular
BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST.

35c

PHONE 142

OPEN EVENINGS

of nature appreciation and con
WAItREN WON' IT
servation ln schools, colleges, scout
organizations and the like, it has
Waircn won over Union last
attracted youth leaders, teachers Thur day 12 to 2. The only long
and professional people from every hit in the game was a double by
section of the country. Besides Carl Newbert of tlie Union locals.
making personal investigations of Warren ................ 3 0 0 5 0 4 0-12
the many forms of wildlife that ! Union ................. 0 0 2 0 0 0 0— 2
exist on this New Eugiand island, Base hits. Warren, 12. Union, 7.
the campers take frequent trips Errors. Warren 4. Union, 6. Batter
to outlying Islands where Maine's ies. Maton and Buck; Prescott. Alio
sea-bird colonics arc photographed and Hilt.
and to inland lakes and forests
where insects and plant life are ob
served.

WED.-THURS.

AMATEURS
Wantrd for employment for sum
mer. Dancing, Singing, String In
struments. Appear in persen. Bring
Art.
RUSSEI.I, HOLMES
South Bristol, Me,
83 It

ALL THESE DELIGHTFUL
STARS .. . in the oo la lalaughingett escapade in,
History of Love’

4

TODAY
WCSII COOKING SCHOOL
i on p. M.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
$250.00 in 3 Awards

HIS MOST

PETER

AMAZING

LORRE

mu

ADVENTURE!

OPERA HOUSE. CAMDEN

AKCWCG

Tuesday, July 26, at 8.30
YALE PUPPETEERS
in a musical revue

“It’s A-Small World”

f

with
ROCHEtlE HUDSON • ROBERT KENT
J. EDWARD BROMBERG

’.TS’ivkBR

J

THURSDAY
WED., AUG. 3
at 8.30 P. M.

Ted Shawn and His
Men Dancers
TUES., AUG. 9
at 8.30 P. M.

University Gilbert &
Sullivan Company
“The Gondoliers”
FRI.. AUG. 26
at 8.30 P. M.

Ruth St. Denis and
Her Dancers
Striking 400-foot Tower of the
Sun, at the 1939 Golden Gate In
ternational Exposition on Trea
sure Island in San Francisco Bay.
The tower, now nearing comple
tion. will house a carillon of 44
bells on which world-famous bell
ringers will play throughout the
yun of the Fair,
i

©tONMfl

ajttLl1
t.d**
O’'*0’”; $ xo*'lUt*
1 1
0°”*' «»*»•*"*rtiO*
W.

/

EBB
rtoot0"
I vio
n<>.<•«“»

I)""*"

NOTE—Shews Thursday Only al
2.00 P. M., 630 P. M.. 845 P. M.

PARK f

Series Tickets: $5.50. $4.40, $3.30
(including tax)
On Sale
Camden Drug Co., Tel. 2250
City Drug Co.. Belfast. Tel. 341-M
Single Seats: $1.65. $1.10, 85c
(including tax)
83,84.86-89

READ THE ADS

' Lifting
1 (s
new rongi
i* \ \ by Gordon
' ‘
& Reve/1

NOW PLAYING

"ROBIN HOOD"
with
ERROL FLYNN
OLIVIA DEHAVILLAND

Rockland

Tel. 892

Shows—Mat. 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.45

Camden Hills Park
Known As the Sagamore
Picnic Area It Delights

Every-OtKer-Day
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“ ’Scotty” Fair

Duchess of Atholl Again to Make Nine Day Cruises

From New York to Picturesque Quebec and Montreal

All Comers

Lincoln County Association
Plans a Record Breaker
Aug. 3O-31-Sept. 1

Another Reason

Plans are being made for th?
With the advancement of the
. * *
DUCHESS OF ATHOLL
1938 Lincoln County Fair at Dam
summer season, the Camden Hill
PASSING QUEBEC BRIDGE
ariscotta to be held this year Aug.
State Pari^ or the portion known
33-31 and Sept 1 with a program
as the Sagamore Picnic Area, is
SUN
that will give even a better show'
conrng into its own. Already the
BATHING
than last.
Paik Is alive with picnic parties
The track is being reconditioned
each day, e peclally on Sundays
under the direction of Race score- 1
when there is an impeding array of
cars, the majority of which are
tary, F. M. D?ck?r and George D
OT
from out of State. An interesting
Giver. Nine races are scheduled
r
di?
V”
e.-MB . x
comment is that a New York party,
for the 1938 card. Pari Mutuei
vacationing at Ear Ha-bor, has
betting is to be continued under
AMOCO SERVICE
been making several visits weekly
new management and should be
to the Camden park and told ore
mere popular than ever. Every
LZ 1
of the officials that New York State
indication points to better racing
has nothing in the type of a picnic
and more interest. Some of the
r——* •
area that compa: ?s with this. De
fattest hores in the state will ba
light and sati faction are expressed
on the track.
by all visitors as a matter of fact.
The stag? will include profestional
The numerous fireplaces—some in
acts as well as the Championship
single arrangement, others in units
Amateur Contest. Prizes totaling
if two and th:ce—fables and stats.]
$125 will b? given th? best acts to
drinking fountains, abundance of
b? featured over WCSH. This part
firewood, etc., afford an ideal picof th? program is in charge of
nlc spot These features are placed
Kenneth Goulden. Wits End. Aina,
gh.
V
(l) T„ keep WO-'
in advantageous spots, from the
who will give all applicants a pre
upper part of the Park to nick? it
liminary try out.
(»>»•“'’
easily accessible for those who find
The premium list has enlarged
It difficult to walk far, down
and the premiums increased. This
thrtough to the very shore itself,
no doubt will assure even more and
,« T.)«P<l<»”,”'*’d'
where one may fi h cunne's off
better exhibits in the Hall. Special
1 effort will be made to have mere
the ledges and cook them over the
iontbe*l
«, T. V~,ide
fireplaces handy by. Stunning
Grange Exhibits which were so
carved and burned signs point
popular last year. A new and lar
(O> To pro’''1--■ (■ «"■
directions cut. th? same type sign
ger carnival will be on the midway
»,i«h uuality t«'
denoting the Sagamore Picnic Area
assuring both young and old plenty
at the entrance of the Park
of entertainment.
e have su^rribed lo «
The scenic fea’urcs continue to.
There will be night shows Wed
Ihu rest room clean '
protection o
grow in beauty—the lush growth of
nesday and Thursday. Along with
g io keep
with these principles
trees and shrubs and floweiing
the spectacular fireworks the win
and pledge oui
■ordance
plants and vines (all native); th?
ners of the amateur acts will ap
sanitary i
rustic self supporting bridges of
pear. On Thursday as a final fea
ture the Grand Amateur winner
unique consLuction set amid beau
ROUTE OF
DECK SPORTS
tiful plant growth and over brooks
will be chosen —adv?
NINE DAY CRUISE
that grow to size during rainfalls;
and
Cape
Breton
Island
to
make
a
Quebec
to
visit
the
romantic
old
HE Duchess of Atholl. of 20.000
winding trails through shaded pots
tons gross register, beginning short cut past Prince Edward Island walled city and walk along Duffertn
with intriguing glimp e of the
July 2o.and repeating July 30, August into the St. Lawrence, passengers Terrace in front of the Chateau
9 and 19. will leave New York on tine the rails to view the scenic Frontenac overlooking the river,
ocean; and just recently a pond
To Hold Their First An
has been constructed, which though nine-day cruises via the Atlantic beauty of the narrow strait. Later, with the Lower Town 200 feet below
the big liner cruises past the pic Then, on to Montreal for a day and
designed for fire protection, is a Ocean. Gut of Canso through Nova
nual Field Day Next
Scotia and up the St Lawrence turesque shores of Gasp£ Peninsula, night in this gay. bilingual Canadian
thing of beauty, with its overhang
River through the heart of old where life goes on practically as it metropolis of a million people.
Month
ing trees, shores lined with beau
French Canada, historic country did centuries ago She then proceeds Mount Royal s summit affords, as
tiful ferns and plants, and a dam
for three centuries, to Quebec and past the Quebec mainland shore dot from an airplane, a magnificent view
Plans for the first annual field
completely concealed by clever
Montreal, returning by the Gulf of ted with liny villages, each with its of city and river Chateau de Rameday of the Maine Turkey Growers
snow
white
houses,
its
churches
and
St
Lawrence
route
to
the
Atlantic
zay.
home
of
French
and
British
planting from which drop beau
Association to be held at the Jacques
and New York The St. Lawrence its checkerboard fields of different- colonial governors, can now be vis
tiful waterfalls trickling off down
colored crops on sloping hillsides.
ited as a museum, and buses quickly
Turkey Ranch, Manchester. Aug
through under a rustic bridge and one of the world's greatest and most
There's entertainment a-plenty, bring the traveller into the heart of
beautiful rivers, is navigable for
You can be sure of clean, sanitary
between banks lined with ferns and
For your protection, thousands of
17. are announced by E C. Jacques,
nearly 1,000 miles from Montreal to deck sports, swimming in a salt pool, French Canada s countryside. The
water plants. This is one of the
rest
rooms wherever this “Sanitary
sun bathing, treasure hunts, horse leisurely return voyage by river and
president of the organization. De- j
Amoco Dealers have signed this san
the sea.
loveliest spots in the Park. Seats
When the Duchess, outward racing, dancing in the moonlight, an sea to New York then -^fiords a
Inspected
” emblem is displayed!
signed to create interest in tuik?v
itary code . . . have pledged them
have been placed here and there
bound, enters the Gut of Canso be amateur hour^end a masquerade friendly reacquaintance with the
growing
and
to
demonstrate
the
selves to keep their rest rooms
Another important feature
tween the Nova Scotia mainland ball. All go ashore (or a day at first halt of this cruise adventure
on the banks so one may sit and
latest methods of turkey culture the
enjoy tlie reflections in the water
of Amoco Service!
sanitary at all times.
affair will be of an educational na
made by the overhanging trees,
, feature the "Sons of the Pioneers." I
ture.
ferns and drifting clouds.
whose songs and music are among i
Mr. Jacques who is the largest
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
Also Just constructed is an out of
the many outstanding features of
turkey grower in the state said that
Gossip
of
Stars
and
Pic

door "school-room’’—stone seats af
DAYS
these Starrett pictures.
he would give practical demonstra
fording space for 60 persons, ar
tures Due In the Local
• • • •
tions of all phases of the businAsc
ranged terrace fashion under a ]
Columbia this week began assem Editor of Th? Courier-Gazette:—
Theatres
and would be assisted by expci ts
spreading yellow birch tree of
bling the cast which will support, Items from Dad's diary of 1888 of the Department of Agriculture.
Anne Shirley and Nan Grey were
beautiful and noble proportions.
Charles Farrell and Jacqueline
Among the speakers will be Dr.
This will be an ideal spot for gath engaged by Columbia thLs week, for Wells in Michael Simmons' story, (ancient httory): July 13— Sch.
J.
F Witter, animal pathologist of
erings of Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, the two principal parts in "Finish temporarily entitled ’Wings of Lizzie Carr sailed this morning for
the University of Maine and Dr
ing
School,"
(tentative
title)
an
or other groups of young folks, or
the St. Lawrence. She had on board D. R Marble, teacher and research
Telling the Vacation Story 7
Doom."
even for club gatherings of adults. important n?w production which
In June 1901. the first Lakewood
• • • •
a cargo of machinery for porgie worker of the poultry department
Nearby this spot are attractions the company will start shooting
play was presented in Lakewood'
The large all-star cast which Col
of Pennsylvania State College.
for children such as a teeter board, within the next few days, with John umbia is assembling for Frank factories. (The menhaden in Main?
Theatre.
"The Private Secretary" .
The Association was formed last
must have had an inkling that the?
Brahm directing.
swings, etc.
j Capra's “You Can't Take It Witli
year to promote the turkey industry. ushered in a series of productions
• • • •
It is a satisfaction to see the in
would be pe.sona non grata to
All persons interested in the busi that have given Lakewood a season
With shooting scheduled to start You." was further increased this
terest in the Park continually
ness will be u:ged to attend the
this week on the Lanny Ross star week, with Edgar Dearing, Gladys tourists, so they left the coast).
of drama for 37 consecutive years.
growing, but it will be a still great
July 14—Two picnics today—High field day, said Jacques.
ring picture. “The Lady Objects," Blake and Ward Bond as the latest
er satisfaction when more local
Columbia yesterday signed John additions. Those who are now ap Island and th? Spouter. July 16—
The program will include inspec Now in its 381h season tne 5OJLli I
people visit it and boost it as do
Marsh for a featured role in this pearing before the cameras under There was quite a fleet of yachts tion of the Jacques ranch, display production in the Lakewood thearte.
the out of State visitors who pro
; important production. Gloria Stuart Capra's direction are. Lionel Barry in the Harbor tonight. < Probably of equipment and feeds and other ever which Herbert L. Swett has
claim it one of the most beautiful
will have the feminine lead. The more. Jean Arthur. Spring Bying- the Eastern Yacht C.ub on cruise.) ! attractions. The affair will last presided since the beginning, will
parks of this type they have ever
voice of Lanny Ross which has ton. Ann Miller. James Stewart. July 20—Worked 14'- hours on Sch. ' from 10 ln the morning throughout b? staged next week with "Tovarich"
visited in the United States.
chosen as the offering because it
achieved such popularity over the Edward Arnold, MLschc. Auer, Ned P Walker of Vinal Haven. i the day.
represents one of the latest of1
radio, will be heard in numerous Samuel Hinds. Dub Taylor. Halll- July 24—1 have worked hard today,
Broadway comedy successes.
well Hobbs. Mary Forbes. Donald been wet about all day. Am getting
selections through the picture.
IT HELPS A LOT
• • • •
In the years of its existence the ‘
Meek. Eddie Anderson. Lillian Yar- about tired of this kind of work. I
Having completed ‘‘City Streets," bo and others. The screen play will be worn out before my time. American Boy Magazine Brings Lakewood theatre has had more
But Poultry Prices Are Apt scheduled for release nert month for the Kaufman-Hart Pulitzer He was then 53 and he lived to be
Fellowship and Enjoyment To Boy than 600 actors and actresses on its
stage and has tried out more than
To Decline More Than and in which she is featured with prize-winning success was prepared 86 Hard work does not always
Leo Carrillo. Edith Fellows, Col by Robert Raskin, who has been kill.
40 new plays. It will celebrate An
Teachers,
librarians,
parents
Seasonal
umbia's child actress, after a few teamed with Capra in all his later
leaders of boys' clubs and hun-| niversary Week, the 500th produc Keep a full record of your vacation tour, Including Information pictures
Boze
is well ae teenies and “fun” pictures. Ute the camera for reminders such
I Somerville. Maes., July 5.
dreds of thousands of boys, them- ] tion, with a gala performance next
‘'Farm products produced in 1936 days of rest will start on a new successes
at this—it’s quicker than a notebook, and much better.
picture,
“
Thoroughbred.
”
i selves, enthusiastically recommend Monday night at which Gov. Bar- j
for the most part probably will be
• • • •
HIS Is the season for vacation quence with the other pictures, pro
i The American Boy Magazine for all j rows will be guest of honor rjhd at
sold under relatively unfavorable
Bob Milasch, who acted in the I
tours, and every such tour in vide valuable Information for the
which there will be special events
domestic demand conditions. In first American motion picture ever I
. boys over 12.
cludes many pictures, both of your friends who see your album, sse
as
well
as
souvenirs
for
every
lady
"It’s more like a companion than
dustrial production apparently de filmed, back in 1899. this week was |_
vacation group and of the scenes help keep your own memory fresh.
clined somewhat further in May, signed by Columbia for “You Can't
] a magazine," remarked one high attending. This record of 5&0 plays you visit
The camera is especially useful
given
in
on?
theatre
never
has
been
but still was only slightly below th; Take It With You" which Capra
school student. "It gives advice and
“JOSETTE”
These tour pictures should tell a for preserving long historical in-,
level established at the beginning is now shooting. Milasch who is
entertainment on every subject in equalled by any other similar or- complete story of your vacation trip. scriptions. It is much quicker than
of the year The normal season six feet seven inches tall, says he
which a young fellow is interested. j ganization and the celebration is They should outline the route, show using a notebook, and pictures of
the type of road and country, over unusual markers (such as the one
tendency from now until fall is has worked in more than 2.000 pic
I made our school basketball team attracting national attention.
"Tovarich" (pronounced “To-var- night stops, the points of interest above) are far superior to a mere
downward
Greater than usual tures. His first picture, screened
solely because of playing tips I read
ish" with the accent on the second and historical spots you visited. notebook text
falling off in steel and automobile in November. 1889. by Gaumont. at
i in The American Boy."
On this year’s vacation tour, try
Often some of these pictures are
production probably will result in Flushing. L. I was a 300-feet affair.
Trained writers and artists, fa syllable) is a Russian word mean neglected, and In consequence the to keep a comprehensive picture,
ing
"Comrade."
The
play,
how

mous coaches and athletes, explor
some additional decline in tlie sea His second made by EdLson in 1900.
story. Remember that if you miss a
tour story seems Incomplete.
sonally adjusted index of industrial was titled "Babes in a Barrel." In
ers, scientists, and men successful ever, has nothing to do with politics.
One of the important points ln picture your record may not be com
activity. The government's relief 1903 he made his first regular onein business and industry join with It is the mirthful and charming making a tour record complete Is to plete. A half-made record Is better
and .recovery program should begin reel picture for EdLson. It was
an experienced staff to produce, in story of Prince Mikall and Grand picture the historical markers, than none, but a full one, that really
tells the vacation story, provides for
to take real effect in the late fall "shot" in New York, where the
The American Boy, just the sort of Duchess Tatiana who find them signs, place names, road markers,
and similar “Identification points” memories that are far richer and<
selves
in
penury
in
Paris.
In
order
and winter months.
stories and articles boys like best.”
Yankee baseball stadium now
you pass. These pictures, placed In more satisfying.
Egg storage accumulations by the stands. Before the early d^ys of
The American Boy sclLs on all to keep from starving they hire your vacation album In proper se
John van Guilder.
beginning of June usually amount motion pictures Milasch had been
newsstands at 15c a copy. Subscrip themselves out as butler and maid
to 75 percent or more of the peak a contortionist in vaudeville.
tion prices are $1.50 for one year or in the household of Charles Dupont,
holdings of the year in early Au
• • • a
$3.00 for three years. To subscribe, a rich Parisian banker. What hap
"West of Santa Fe." ts the title
gust On this basis, approximate
simply send your name, address and pens when the$- undertake to
ly 6 8 million cases may be in stor of Charles Starrett's next starring
remittance direct to The American straighten out the affairs of the
RATE$ I
age on August 1, a decrease of 22 picture. Iris Meredith will again
Boy, 7430 Second Blvd., Detroit, household and when they are
A.nql*
appear as the star's leading lady.
Mich—adv.
82’85 forced to serve dinner to Commsar
percent.
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Corotchenko
furnishes
the
story
The index of wholesale feedstuff This new western diama will also
So successful has “Tovarich” been
Ail •0O«4 WITH »AT»
prices advanced from 97 on June 8
500 Rooms
that it ran for more than a year
to 101 on June 15 . and 102 on
in New York with Marta Abbo and
June 22.
RADIO
John Halliday in the roles to be
During the next six months, egg
SERVIDOR
acted at Lakewood by Doris Dalton
prices are expected to be above
TUB'•»SHOWER
and George Macready.
those of 1937 while poultry prices
are apt to decline more than the
MANGER

for traveling the AMOCO way

w

1

T

The Turkey Growers

Columbia News

Lakewood Theatre

^SNAPSHOT CUIL

Egg Prices Rising

T

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

OMbu'lw-VMe

seasonal amount.

CUSHING
The Ladies’ Aid. will serve a pub
lic supper at town hall Wednesday
at 6 o'clock.

Advertising In

Seed Sown Here

THIS
PAPER

Falls In Fertile

Is a
Good Investment

Soil, Insuring a
She’s got oo-la-la! She's got joie de vivre ! She's got what it takes!
Simone Simcn (center) must be very clever. She must think faster than
Don Amethe (leftl and faster than Robert Young . . , but not too much
faster! The delightful trio is starred in 20th Century-Fox's gay "Josette.”
_.
—adv.

Bountiful Harvest

WE BUY

OLD GOLD
AND SILVER

Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

NORTH STATION
•a $TER«-//■•«>•«?
YRAIN- f./.e/- ROOM*

